Remembering Renowned Photographer
Alese Pechter
World-renowned photojournalist Alese Pechter, a long-time contributing photographer to Florida Tennis, died in April in Delray Beach.
She was 90 years old.
Alese and her late husband, Morton, were highly acclaimed underwater photojournalists for more than three decades. They were also
writers, teachers, divers, and lecturers.
They met with schoolchildren and literary groups and were featured
at universities, clubs, charity organizations, science museums, television shows, and several prestigious art shows throughout the United
States. They were elected to the International Scuba Diving Hall of
Fame.
Their most recent book “See the Sea” was published in 2019 by
Best Publishing Company and Alese and Morton Pechter. It is filled
with spectacular underwater photos and text geared toward youth and
is available at BestPub.com, Amazon.com and SeetheSeaInfo.com.
They previously authored “What’s in the Deep” and “Skyward
Bound: Hot-Air Ballooning”.
Alese contributed numerous photos to Florida Tennis from several
events - including the U.S. Open, Chris Evert Pro-Celebrity, Miami
Open, and Delray Beach Open - of Venus and Serena Williams, Roger
Federer, Andy Roddick, Sloane Stephens, the Bryan Brothers, Kim
Clujesters, Rafael Nadal, Nadal Djokovic, Fed Cup captain and ESPN
commentator Mary Joe Fernandez, commentator Mary Carillo, and
countless others.
A sampling of her tennis photos appear here and on the next page.

Mary Joe Fernandez interviews James Blake after his final career match at the U.S. Open.
Alese Pechter in her trademark wide-brimmed hat. Photo by Dominic Totino.

Roger Federer rips a back-to-the-net, between-the-legs shot at the U.S. Open.

The Bryan Brothers Band performs with David Baron at the Delray Beach Open.
Venus and Serena Williams paired in doubles at the U.S. Open.

Alese Pechter speaks her mind with John McEnroe. Photo by Art Seitz.

Serena Williams flying high at the U. S. Open.
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President George H.W. Bush gives Chris Evert rabbit ears at her Pro-Celebrity event in
Delray Beach.

The Hemisphere at the U.S. Open site.

Opening night ceremonies at the U.S. Open.
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rising star Coco Gauff - would
have been on the schedule that
first Saturday of Florida’s premier
tennis event. Maybe Serena
Williams, Novak Djokovic and
Rafael Nadal also would have
played.
But the circumstances weren’t
normal. The Stadium and the 29
other courts were empty. So was
the parking lot except for the
southeast corner where cars were
lined up for blocks to go to a
Florida Army National Guard testing sites for the coronavirus crisis.
The Miami Open became the

rescheduled for this year.
Professional tennis actually
paved the way for the sports world
shutting down. The BNP Paribas
Open at Indian Wells, California,
which precedes the Miami Open,
was called off on the eve of its first
round in the wake of the first coronavirus cases in Southern
California. Soon the NBA, NHL
MLB, MLS and the whole tennis
alphabet soup (ITF, USTA, ATP,
WTA) went dark.
The pro tennis circuit cancelled
all tournaments through at least
mid July. The French Open

for COVID-19 patients. And the
food facilities were making
25,000 meals a day to service
health workers and kids who
weren’t benefitting from the
school lunch program.
It would have been preposterous
to have thought when the Delray
Beach Open ended on February
23 that it might be the last ATP
Tour men’s tournament of 2020.
Hopefully that’s not the case, And
hopefully amid a new normal the
public will be able to enjoy in person the 2021 Delray Beach Open
and Miami Open.

The 46 countries Cameron visited in 2019 (highlighted in green) above.
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At right, photos from Cameron’s travels. From left: First row: Greece, Monaco, South Africa (Johannesburg), Lesotho. Second Row: South Africa (Cape Town), United
Arab Emirates, Oman, Palestine Third Row: Brazil, Panama, Mexico, Belize Fourth Row: Nicaragua, Singapore, Cambodia, Brunei
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WTT Consolidates to West Virginia Resort
World TeamTennis has committed to play Mardy Fish and Kim Clijsters.
the entirety of its 45th season at The
The 2020 World TeamTennis season will
Greenbrier “America’s Resort” in White be powered by Universal Tennis Rating
Sulphur Springs, West Virginia. This will be (UTR), the world’s most accurate tennis ratthe first major professional tennis league to ing system.
resume operations since the worldwide outAll WTT matches will count towards
break of COVID-19.
players’ UTR rating, and MyUTR.com techAll told, the 2020 World TeamTennis sea- nology will be used to set daily matchups by
son, including the one-year-old Orlando WTT team coaches and be integrated in
Storm, will showcase a 63-match regular WTT’s media broadcasts.
season over 19 consecutive days from July
All matches will be televised or live12-30,. The Storm will play in the opening streamed on media partners CBS, CBS
match against two-time defending champi- Sports Network, Tennis Channel, ESPN+
on Springfield at noon on July 12, then and/or WTT.com, the league’s official webface Vegas on the 13th at 1 and meet site.
Chicago on the 14th at 3.
“All of us at World TeamTennis are
The WTT Playoffs to follow on Aug. 1 extremely grateful to be able to play the
(WTT Semifinals) and Aug. 2 (WTT Final). 45th World TeamTennis season and present
The top four teams from WTT’s regular sea- professional tennis to our sports-starved
son standings will advance to the WTT and tennis-starved audiences through our
Playoffs. CBS will air a regular season media partners at CBS Sports, ESPN and
match on July 19 and the WTT Final on Tennis Channel,” WTT CEO Carlos Silva
August 2. CBS Sports Network will carry said. “The overwhelming feedback from our
13 regular season matches and both semifi- players is that they want to play WTT and
nals on August 1.
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island’s beauty, and receiving a hot stone
massage, I was off to Vietnam.
Even though I presented all the required
documentation, it took an inordinate amount
of time to obtain my visa. The process consisted of a Vietnamese immigration officer
shouting at tourists to shut up, while individuals were named one by one to collect their
visas. Eventually, I was called, and was excited to see Ho Chi Minh City. Mia, one of
UM’s international students, lives in the city
and showed me around. The day began with
an ATM swallowing my debit card, and a
frustrating conversation with the bank’s representative to get it back. Nonetheless, after
some iced drinks and pastries, Mia and I
9
entered the Independence Palace, which
played an essential role during the Vietnam
War. Not long after our palatial visit, I
noticed a nearby tennis facility, where a
crafty teaching coach demolished me in
front of amused old men. The embarrassment subsided, and on the back of motorcycles, we rocketed through the city at night to
the dynamic Bui Vien Street. As we walked
along the street’s many bars and restaurants,
it was clear that the energy was ubiquitous
throughout the Vietnamese air. That energy
was nowhere to be found in Brunei.
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offered a panorama over the city and its bor- noon, I spent the hours before his arrival
One of the greatest honors throughout my dering South China Sea.
exploring Palawan’s capital, Puerto
travels was being welcomed into countless
After my Malaysian day trip, I woke up for Princesa. I didn’t have any concrete plans,
holy places of worship across the globe. another holiday experience in a foreign and so I stopped when I stumbled upon
Given that I don’t strictly follow any particu- country, Christmas in Brunei. However, young boys playing basketball. Gian, who
lar religion, my experience resembled that of there were no extravagant decorations nor was 9 ears old, welcomed me onto the court
the young boy in Life of Pi, who believed in public singing of carols, as celebrating to shoot around with him. What he lacked in
Hinduism, Christianity, and Islam. Although Christmas “excessively and openly” is pun- size, he made up for with agility and tenaciß À0
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ry, I learned that their teachings of gratitude morning started at the barber, where I baby accompanied me around the coastal
and compassion are all closely related. Like offered under $4.50 for a deluxe haircut, city in a tricycle taxi. Being financially disadPi, whether I was in a temple, church, or opposed to the standard option of under vantaged, Gian didn’t have the means to
mosque, I often ruminated on the nature of $2.25. With a fresh cut and clean shave, I partake in certain activities. The smile on
existence, recognizing the beautiful values of headed to the airport.

Although my his face and the excitement in his voice
all religions. Inside of the Omar Ali Saifuddin Christmas spirit was hampered by Brunei’s when I took him ziplining was one of the
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Lucky In Love Celebrates 10-Year
Tennis Amid a Pandemic
Anniversary
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MEMOIR, continued from page 20
Just as I was getting settled, Hurricane
Dorian was forcefully moving towards
Miami’s shore. In 2017, Hurricane Irma
wreaked havoc in Naples, and I didn’t have
access to warm water or electricity for days.
I wasn’t planning on sticking around for a reenactment of those conditions. I was freaking out, at one point planning to go to
Guatemala City, before settling on New York
City. Flights were selling out faster than I
could keep up, and every time I tried to purchase an available ticket, the sites would
crash. I was in the middle of a marketing lecture, desperately trying to process whatever
reservation I could for a night flight. At 4:12
p.m., a reservation went through for a 5:59
p.m. flight from MIA to JFK, via Atlanta. I
was sitting in a lecture hall during rush hour,
with no bag packed. I slammed my laptop
and bolted out the back of the room. In my
flip-flops, I sprinted through campus, where
I arrived at my dorm exhausted and disorientated. I threw a bunch of clothes in a duffel
bag and jumped in a Lyft, where my driver
swerved around other vehicles to get me
there as quickly as possible. Somehow, I
made my two flights, and landed in JFK at
11:54 p.m. I stayed in Manhattan with Ty,
one of the nation’s best juniors who I met
back in 2017 at an ITF in Puerto Rico. My
time in New York was an absolute blast. The
US Open was in session, and Feliciano
Lopez’s team welcomed Ty and me into his
courtside box for his thrilling night match
versus eventual finalist Daniil Medvedev. We
passed through some of Manhattan’s neighborhoods to visit Vessel, an interactive
sculpture comprising 154 flights of stairs.
On Saturday night, I celebrated a friend from
ASC’s 27th birthday in the eclectic Lower
East Side. But when I woke up on Sunday
morning, the hurricane had moved away
from Miami, and so I booked a flight back
home.
When I arrived at UM, I prepared myself
for months without international trips. That
said, UM had cancelled classes until
Wednesday, and given my passion for travel,
I took the extra couple of days to continue
my long-weekend vacation. A couple of UM
friends, Emma and Kennie, were staying in
the Cayman Islands with another freshman,
Sam, who lives there. While I was in the
Newark airport, Sam, who I had not yet
met, offered to host me, and so I booked a
flight from Miami to Grand Cayman for later
in the night.
Given that my layover was short, I had
another friend meet me in the Miami airport
with my passport, printed boarding pass,
and clean clothes. As it was, I went from one
of the world’s most rambunctious cities to a

laid-back island. Sam generously gave me
her room, and the following morning she
showed me, Kennie, and Emma around the
island. We took a boat to Stingray City,
where majestic rays glided through the crystalline waters to come and play with us. As
we floated around the Caribbean Sea that
day, Sam and I exchanged stories of our
travels, where I learned about her time in

from the Pacific to the Atlantic. After appreciating the skyline and ambling the historical
heart, Casco Viejo, I boarded a night flight
back to Miami.
I flew to Cancun on the Wednesday before
break, where I allotted a day in Mexico’s
Yucatan Peninsula for my year’s fourth of
the Seven Wonders: Chi Chen Itza. Sacred
Mayan pyramids, temples, and other stone

From left to right (Cameron, Kennie, Sam, Emma) in Stingray City, Cayman Islands

Mafia Island and Bali, which are in Tanzania
and Indonesia. I appreciated meeting someone who shared a passion for spontaneous
adventures, and we remained friends after
returning to Miami.
My experience as an UM student continued to get better and better. Whether it was
jet skiing, chic cocktail parties at the Delano
Hotel in South Beach, or simply hanging out
with friends, I loved going to school in
Miami. Despite all the ludicrous nights out, I
made sure my grades were a priority, and
accepted a position as Curation Chair for
TEDxUMiami.
During fall break, I visited Joaquin in
Guatemala City, where we participated in a
chocolate making class, raced ATVs in
Antigua Guatemala, and explored the dicey
Zone 1. Instead of attending my Monday
classes, I stopped for a 23-hour layover in
Panama City. There, I boated through the
Panama Canals to Monkey Island, where
stealthy primates leaped along tree branches
and snatched banana chunks from my fingertips. I witnessed the enthralling
Miraflores Locks in action, which act like an
aquatic elevator by controlling water levels
underneath ships so they can traverse the
Panama Canal. 26.7 million gallons of water
spewed into the chamber that raised the ship
up to the canal’s level, enabling it to move
SUMMER 2020

structures resided in the complex, most
notably El Castillo. In addition to its devotion to the deity Kukulkan, the pyramid
served an astronomical purpose, as its 365
steps correlate to the number of days in the
solar year. The ruins were extraordinary, but
its history was the key to appreciating its
brilliance. I then descended Ik Kil, a cenote,
before ending my time in Mexico with
strangers at the Congo Bar. On a typical
Friday I would have my alarm set to make my
10:10 a.m. English class. But on this Friday,
I would wake up for a travel day to Belize
City.
One would think that I would be good at
researching the best areas to stay, but unfortunately that’s not my strong suit. Tourists
often fly to Belize City only to ferry to Caye
Caulker, a small island known for its dazzling
seascapes, diverse water sports, and pastelcolored B&Bs. That said, regardless of my
hotel’s rundown neighborhood, I had an
amazing time exploring Belize’s more
remote gems. I began my day tubing through
an intricate underground cave system, where
visuals of the outside world vanished as the
cave’s darkness intensified. After drifting
through the river, I ziplined through the jungle canopy, astonished by its vegetation. As
the day progressed, I meandered around
jaguars and toucans at the Belize Zoo and
FLORIDA TENNIS
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RACQUET SPORTS
Tennis
Amid A Pandemic

Respecting The Pushup, Especially Now

Positive
in Coaches’
Tough
TimesArea Tennis Center
Padel Advice
Coming
To New
Tampa

By JEFF DROCK
pushup is performed. This type of pushup
Most players and coaches would agree
will require extreme core stability and upper
that tennis is a physically demanding sport.
body strength.
One must prepare their bodies for battle on
Pushup #4 (Weighted pushups) - These
the courts by doing adequate physical trainare performed just like a regular pushup, but
ing. Appropriate fitness for tennis programs
with additional weight placed on the upper
can prevent injuries and may make players
body. It is acceptable to use a weighted vest,
stronger. Even though sanctioned tennis
a weighted backpack, a sandbag, or a
tournaments have not started up yet and
weight. (placed on the upper back)
gyms are scary for us to enter right now, it
Pushup #5 (Feet elevated pushups) - Get
is certainly not the time to sit around and do
into a regular pushup position with your feet
nothing. It is actually a great time to get into
on an approximately 2-foot high sturdy
great physical condition so you can be well
object such as a chair or a weight bench.
prepared when you get back to playing tenThese will give the upper body more overnis.
load than a regular pushup. For even more
Oftentimes, players overlook the impordifficulty and emphasis on core stabilization,
tance of training their upper bodies.
elevate your feet onto a stability ball.
Perhaps they do not have the knowledge or
It is easy to see that one may do extremetime to perform an appropriate upper body
ly difficult upper body physical activity with
routine. There are numerous upper body
very little or even no equipment. These
exercises that can be performed in the gym
forms of pushups should give you a newor on the tennis court. Today, we are going pushup will require you to explode off of the found respect to “The Pushup.” These
to focus on one upper body exercise known ground high enough to clap and then place pushups are extremely stressful on the body
as the pushup that may be performed in your hands back into regular pushup posi- and one can seriously injure if any of these
many ways and anywhere.
are performed incorrectly or if the body is
tion.
The pushup is a body weight exercise.
Pushup #3 (Alligator Pushups) -This is not yet capable of performing these. The
People who claim that pushups are easy to also set up just like a regular pushup. Mark pushup can be performed just about anydo may not have explored the numerous off a small X with tape directly under your where. If anyone has any specific questions
varieties of pushups that can be performed. hands. Now, mark off an X 2 feet to the about exercise technique, exercise choices,
The primary muscles that these different right of the middle X and 2 feet to the left of correct repetition ranges, exercise order, or
varieties of the pushup works include the the middle X. Begin by doing a regular any other tennis fitness questions, please
Pectoralis
Major/Chest,
the pushup in the middle. Now, walk your hands feel free to contact me!
Deltoids/Shoulders, Triceps/Back of upper to the left X, then to the right X and then
Jeff Drock MS, CSCS. Footwork and
arm, Latissimus Dorsi/Upper back, and the back to the middle for another pushup. A Physical Condit ioning for Tennis.
Core/Abs and lower back.
repetition is completed once the middle Jeff@superfittennis.com
In this article, we are going to focus on 5
different types of pushups. Please proceed
with caution and at your own risk! Some of
these variations may be extremely difficult
or impossible to do until one’s strength levels become adequate. Before trying these
varieties of pushups, one should be able to
perform at least 30-40 regular pushups in
the one minute pushup test. For a pushup to
count for the one minute pushup test, one’s
arms must go to a 90 degree angle!
Pushup #1 (Diamond Pushups) - Place
hands together with the thumb and forefinger touching to create a diamond. These
#8
pushups place extreme emphasis on the
back of the upper arm/triceps and pectoral
muscles. Lower yourself until the middle
area of the chest touches the diamond.
Pushup #2 (Pushups with clap)-This is set
up just like a regular pushup but it is actualñðóð N#7=8N J;lG"gJ"#11N;1
ly a plyometric pushup that will require lots
aaaN` S88#N 8SJ =7
of power. This upper body jumping style
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73 Flights. 46 Countries.
1 Year.

PICKLEBALL NEWS

PRESENTED BY

Pickleball Tips For The Tennis Player
By ERIK LANGE
Erik is a Team HEAD Pro Pickleball player
who is also a Regional Sales Manager for HEAD
Penn Racquet Sports.
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By
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through
46
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six continents.
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Tennis Channel’s feature on Legends United,
the event was an extraordinary success.
Fast forward to mid-March, both my 19th
birthday and the year anniversary of my UM
acceptance had passed. I was six months away
from the start of my freshman year. The Miami
Open, which relocated out of Key Biscayne’s
tropical paradise, no longer enjoyed the same
intimate energy from the contingent of rambunctious Latin American fans. There was
enough merchandise with the NK Foundation
in Australia to maintain online sales for
months, and admittedly, I wanted to travel
freely before beginning four years of studies in
Miami. With my savings, intensive flight booking strategies, and black Samsonite suitcase, I
set off for Europe. At 7:40 p.m. on March 30,
I landed on the Spanish island of Mallorca.
In addition to ASC, I spent some time at the
Rafa Nadal Academy in Mallorca, where I cultivated friendships with players from around
overhead,
immediately
looking
to
the
world.you
Oneshould
of mybeclosest
friends,
Kuhan,
poachwas
anyless
weak
reply
fromaway
your from
opponents.
who
than
a year
conscription into the Singaporean Army, persuaded
me to visit him in Spain. Watching Rafa train
in such a cozy environment was a treat, and a
youout
to think
ahead when
dayTennis
later Irequires
hightailed
of Mallorca
for a buildflight
ing points. Perhaps you decide to hit a serve out
across the Mediterranean Sea.
wide, you receive a weak return, and then you hit
a crosscourt groundstroke and come to the net
for an easy volley. You can set up your pickleball points in a similar fashion. Let’s say you’ve
identified that your opponent has trouble with
balls at their feet on their backhand side. So you
place a dink to their forehand side, requiring
them to move, which opens up their feet on their
weaker side for your target. Or perhaps you are
tall (like me), and it’s just being patient, using
your advantage, and waiting for a high enough
dink that can be attacked. It’s important to know
your own strengths so that you can hit shots and
set up points to use that skill.
The pickleball game at the highest levels continues to evolve, and nearly all of these players
have an extensive tennis background. The key is
incorporating the tennis skills above into the
patience and discipline needed for pickleball to
truly be successful.
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be
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an
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of time
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After
a weekend at San Juan’s San Sebasti†n Street
Festival,
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work
mode at the 2019
Spec Tennis
On
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Court
Delray Beach Open. In collaboration with the
tournament,
I collected
players’
apparel
and be used to cross-train for tennis but also as a
There’s a new
sport you
can play
on a pickequipment,
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was
sold
to
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in
an
effort
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for compression
selected charitable
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dot low
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in Marrakech, Morocco
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memorabilia
sales and
18 inch perforated paddle, Spec Tennis
can Cameron
For more
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While in Morocco, I supported my friend
Adrian who was competing in Marrakech’s
ATP 250 tournament. When I wasn’t in the
stands cheering him on, I explored the bustling
North African city. I took on the role of
Aladdin, navigating through fumes of grilled
meats around the web of roads. In fact, I was
so invested in my Disney role that I wore an
Arabian headdress and rode a camel into the
Moroccan desert. I complimented my desert
experience with a massage at a hammam, an
Islamic communal bathhouse, and traditional
Moroccan tea at local cafes. During my stay,
Adri†n won two grueling matches to advance
past the Qualifying Draw, including a three-set
battle against the local favorite. On my sixth
and final day, I woke up at 4:00 a.m. to catch
a Ryanair flight to Sofia, Bulgaria, via
Memmingen, Germany. I planned on visiting
Ben, another player from Rafa’s academy. I
hadn’t realized that Memmingen draws freezing temperatures in April, and the tiny regional airport had little temperature control to
accommodate for my T-shirt, shorts, and flipflops. After freezing both in the airport and on
the plane, I fell ill once I arrived in Bulgaria. As
my condition improved, Ben’s mother entrusted me with their Mercedes-Benz, as Ben didn’t have a driver’s license. Nonetheless, I let
Ben drive, and due to the rain’s slippery roads,
we crashed into a highway divider. The airbags
erupted and the car emitted a stream of
smoke, but after a “negotiation” with the
Bulgarian police officers, no charges were filed
against us. Thankfully, I avoided a Bulgarian
prison cell, which I assume is unpleasant.
Next stop: Athens. The Acropolis was like a
time-machine back into Greek mythology, and
I supplemented my otherworldly experience
with two fascinating discoveries: the souvlaki
and the knowledge that Lindsay Lohan had
her own Greek nightclub. By boat, I voyaged
to the lesser-known picturesque island of
Aegina and wandered its enchanting ruins.
Athens left me with a taste of Mediterranean
culture, and fond memories of the affectionate
locals.
After spending time in Eastern Europe, I
backtracked west for my final stop, the Rolex
Monte-Carlo Masters. I raced a Ferrari up
Monaco’s rugged cliffs, channeled my inner
James Bond while gambling at the Casino
Monte-Carlo, and of course relished in the
tournament and its scenic backdrop. Glamour
was infused in the air, and its aroma was ubiquitous throughout the Cote d’Azur. My former
Italian tennis coach, Renzo, was also in MonteCarlo with his family, who had hosted me in
Milan only a few months prior. During the
epitome of a Monegasque night out, Renzo
and I danced to a performance by the legendary Bob Sinclair, alongside Olympic Gold
Medalist Stan Wawrinka.
Renzo’s uncle, the incomparable Riccardo
Piatti, invited me to his state-of-the-art tennis
facility in Bordighera, Italy. After train rides

between the French/Italian border and a tour
of the Piatti Tennis Center, the first notable set
of my world exploration was over.
I woke up in Florida, where I rented a room
on a side street off Delray Beach’s vibrant
Atlantic Avenue. Staring at Apple Maps one
morning, I zoomed in on Africa, entranced by
visions of elephants and lions roaming the
continent. On impulse, I booked a one-way
flight to Nairobi. When I lived in Boca Raton, I
used to frequent my local yogurt shop, where I
became friends with the owner. His sister-inlaw, Anne, resides in Nairobi. Taking on the
role of travel planner, Anne booked me at her
favorite bed and breakfast and drafted an
incredible itinerary. Late at night on May 5, I
landed in Nairobi’s Jomo Kenyatta
International Airport. If Morocco felt like
another world, Kenya was another universe.
Anne and I fed giraffes, dined at traditional
restaurants, and bribed a museum guard to
give us a private tour of the Nairobi National
Museum after hours. Then, once Anne introduced me to Joe, a local guide, I devised a
journey to Mount Kilimanjaro. After the sevenhour drive to the border with Joe and his wife,
Tanzanian immigration officials informed me I
was missing the necessary medical documents.
They charged me a “fee,” and then forged the
signature of a doctor on my yellow fever vaccination certificate, which made my entry possible. The waterfalls and rock formations radiated magic. While I only had a few hours in
Mount Kilimanjaro, immersion in its biodiversity transported me into 1967’s The Jungle
Book.
Before leaving, I visited a local tennis club,
where I met with children from Kibera, the
largest urban slum in Africa. Being exposed to
so many different cultures at ASC, I was well
aware that tennis draws people from all backgrounds. That said, I often fail to recognize the
adversity so many members of the tennis community face. The young players inspired me
with stories of how they walk miles on end for
training sessions and string their own racquets
with whatever off-brand Chinese string they
can find. I often take tennis for granted, losing
myself in a world of luxury. In that moment,
these children brought me back to Earth.
I then flew to exotic Antananarivo, where I
recreated DreamWorks’ Madagascar at the zoo
and lemur park. Being in the presence of King
Julien’s relatives as they leaped over cobblestones and scaled trees was an honor. In all
honesty, I’m pretty sure the movie subconsciously drove me to visit the country in the
first place. Eventually, I wound up at the country’s most renowned tennis club, and in my
trademark flip-flops, I hit with one of the country’s former Davis Cup players.
Next, Johannesburg. To my luck, I met a
charismatic Bongani, my hotel’s tour guide.
Bongani took me to the Lion & Safari Park,
Nelson Mandela’s home in Soweto, and the
FNB Stadium from the 2010 World Cup.
SUMMER 2020

Cameron in Mount Kilimanjaro, Tanzania

While there was more of the city’s sightseeing
to do, I had another unconventional plan in
mind, a two-day road trip through some of
South Africa’s bordering countries: Lesotho,
Eswatini, and Mozambique. Bongani took
some convincing, but soon enough he was
navigating the unpaved roads that led to
Lesotho. After a day of wandering the capital
of Maseru and hiking up the Thaba Bosiu
mountain, visiting the Lesotho Lawn Tennis
Association was undoubtedly the climax. After
discussing my background with the director,
she allowed me to practice with some of the
top juniors, who, despite the poor conditions,
were thrilled just to hit balls. I couldn’t help but
think about their lack of opportunity. Lesotho
doesn’t hold a single ITF tournament. Its citizens, classified as some of the poorest people
on Earth, often face insurmountable financial
obstacles when trying to compete in South
Africa. The system essentially bars them from
becoming the next Roger Federer, and many
of them won’t ever leave their enclaved country. Regardless, this somber reality had no
bearing on their happiness, as their smiles
were powerful enough to illuminate all of
Africa. The next morning we arrived in
Eswatini, formerly named Swaziland.
Following a visit to a glass factory and the
landmark Sibebe Rock, we continued on to
Mozambique.
Due to the impromptu nature of the trip, I
didn’t have a visa and needed a printed hotel
booking to obtain one. Normally, this would
not be an issue, but there was virtually no cell
signal for miles. I frantically sprinted between
the two immigration offices, struggling to
email my recently-reserved hotel’s details. As
much as the Mozambican immigration officer
FLORIDA TENNIS
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and I wanted to scream and argue, my Spanish
and
his Portuguese
SHOP
TALK were too distant for successful communication. So even our mutual
desire to insult one another was a disaster. As
the sun was setting, I finally printed my confirmation and obtained my visa. Our next dilemma came when the Mozambican police refused
to allow Bongani’s car into the country
because there was a minor crack in the windshield.
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some of Earth’s most vicious predators. As into a stadium where the greats of the sport
these sharks circled, I couldn’t discern whether competed is inspiring, regardless of if the
this was a vivid dream or a euphoric reality. event is in session or not. After satisfying my
Only when I put my hand through the cage, inner tennis fan, I stood in awe of the Burj Al
and nearly had it bitten off, did I realize this Arab, the legendary seven-star hotel.
was in fact real, and my dreams were in sync Unfortunately, its exclusivity was an obstacle
with my reality. On my last day, I ventured to too great, as a reservation is required to enter
Cape Point, known as the southernmost tip of the hotel’s immediate vicinity. I then headed
Africa. I veered off the beaten path and away from the ultramodern skyscrapers and
descended to a part of the point untouched by luxurious sports cars, as I made my way inland
tourists. There, one can witness the conflu- for a desert safari. Temperatures that neared
ence of the Indian and Atlantic oceans, where 100 degrees resulted in a suffocating heat, as
the warmer Indian is soothed by the colder gusts of wind blasted sand into my eyes while
Atlantic. No people. No land. Only endless I bolted through the hills on an ATV. I couldocean. On my way to observe the penguins, I n’t help but contrast that experience to days
noticed yet another captivating ad, this one for before in Cape Town, where I went from subskydiving. Maybe it was Cape Town’s effective mergence in water to engulfment by sand. My
marketing campaigns, or my abnormal adren- time in the UAE ended with a day trip to Abu
aline levels, or both, but a few hours later I was Dhabi and dinner with a Norwegian tennis
13,000 feet in the sky. In free fall, limbs detach friend of mine, who lived in Dubai. The next
from all restraints, and I embraced that physi- day, accompanied by French and Polish
cal release with screams that sprayed through- tourists, I was sailing around Oman’s
out the frigid air. The day ended with rugby, as Musandam Peninsula. My Disney persona
I cheered alongside locals in support of South evolved into Captain Jack Sparrow while navAfrica’s Stormers as they took on New igating the ancient fishing villages and jagged
Zealand’s Crusaders. If the Middle East was rock formations throughout the Strait of
anything like Africa, I was up for another Hormuz. It may not have been the same part
rollercoaster ride.
of the world as Pirates of the Caribbean, but
Rendering of the Sarah Vande Berg Tennis and Wellness Center.
I arrived at my Dubai hotel at 3:00 a.m. fol- glistening waters and towering cliffs could be
lowing a nine-hour flight from Cape Town. admired in both settings. I left this gem for the
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Albert Tucker, Leader in ATA, 64
Albert Tucker was a major advocate for
diversity and inclusion in business and in
tennis in Florida.
He was vice president of Multicultural
Business Development for the Greater Fort
Lauderdale Convention & Visitors Bureau,
where he focused on attracting organizations and families of diverse backgrounds to
the Greater Fort Lauderdale area for their
destination of choice for conferences and
family reunions.
He also served as the Executive Secretary
for the American Tennis Association - the
oldest black sports organization in the U.S.
for many years.
Tucker died on April 17. He was 64 years
old.
Roxanne Aaron, ATA president, noted
that “Al brought the ATA Nationals to Fort
Lauderdale in 1998 and for many years we
returned there.
It was under his financial sponsorship as
Vice President of Tourism of Multicultural
Business Development at the Greater Fort
Lauderdale Convention & Business Bureau
that the ATA was able to hold its Nationals

with his loyal support.
Al loved the ATA and had a dream that we
one day would have our own home. These
last few years of his life were spent working
towards that goal.”
Aaron added, “I have fond memories of
Al. He had an infectious smile. He walked
into a room and was in charge. He was
classy, punctual, and a bridge-builder.
“When I heard of Al’s death, I thought of
a verse from one of my favorite songs sung
by Frank Sinatra, “My Way” It goes like this:
For what is a man, what has he got?
If not himself, then he has naught
To say the things he really feels
And not the words of one who kneels
Let the record shows
I took the blows
And did it my way.
“Al indeed did it his way.”
Tucker was a major supporter of the
African American Research Library and
Cultural Center.
And he was instrumental in the ATA
selecting as the potential headquarters for
the organization.
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Reading, Riting and Recruiting
By DEDE ALLEN
College sports can be one of the most
rewarding experiences you will have in your life.
As high school athletes, your main concern is
developing your game to the best of your ability. You are not expected to know all of the
NCAA, NAIA and NJCAA recruiting rules and
regulations, there is help out there for you.
How would you handle these scenarios,
where would you go for the answer? How
would you handle it at a tournament site if a college coach approached you and wanted to talk
recruiting? Is that legal in the NCAA, NAIA
and/or NJCAA? How and when do I start?
What are COLLEGE COACHES looking for in
a player? What should you look for in a coach?
What is the difference between the NCAA,
NAIA, and NJCAA? When and where can
coaches OFFICIALLY contact you? What kind
of QUESTIONS should you ask during an interview? What is the NCAA Clearinghouse? What
does my scholarship cover?
All three NCAA manuals equal close to
1,300 pages of information. Then there are the
NAIA rules and the NJCAA rules!! Help,
where does it all end? Do you feel confident
that you can find all the answers?
The recruiting process begins with you, the
player. But your parents and coaches are an
integral part of a “team” that you should put
together. This may come as a surprise, but
teenagers sometimes have an aversion to listening to their parents and other adults. However,

you may want communicate with a couple of
adults during this process - they really can be
helpful. Start thinking about whom you might
like on your team. Your “teammates” could
include: parents, coaches, a guidance counselor, a favorite teacher, older siblings or friends
- it’s up to you, you are the captain.
The first step in preparation for this adventure would be to develop a plan of action. It’s
fairly typical for high school students not to plan
too far ahead - especially four years ahead.
Heck, how many of adults plan that far ahead?
You may find that some adults on your team
may want to give you a little “nudge” at some
point during your freshman and sophomore
years - it’s only for your benefit.
You MUST meet all of the core curriculum
requirements in order to be eligible to compete
immediately and grades ARE important. It’s
never too early to focus on your grades BUT
it can certainly be too late. It is not your job to
know all the academic requirements for the
three major Collegiate Associations, but if you
can find the resources, it will certainly help.
Tennis alone will NOT get you into the school
of your choice. Admissions officers and coaches want to feel confident that you can handle all
of the academic requirements without struggling.
The second step in gaining an edge over others comes from working on and developing a
“marketing” plan. A good resume and organized “portfolio” will certainly help. Perhaps a

video will make the difference to some coaches.
When working with videos, beware of the frustrated Mom and/or Dad sports broadcaster syndrome. They don’t need to be an hour-long feature film.
Step three. Honesty is the best policy. I
encourage honesty all the way through the
whole process. You need to start with an honest self-evaluation regarding dreams and goals set realistic goals.
Since you may not be sure where you will be
attending school; you may want to follow the
rules and regulations for NCAA Division I programs. They are the strictest - you will not find
yourself in any recruiting difficulties by following
these rules. Coaches look at ACADEMICS,
ATTITUDE, AND ATHLETICISM.
There is NO perfect college; however, there
are lots of excellent choices. Finding the school
that is right for you should be based your academic and athletic abilities, your likes and dislikes - and not anyone else’s. Good Luck finding your excellent choice.
***
Dede Allen is a former USTA Administrator
of Junior Competition and Collegiate Tennis,
former ACC Coach of the Year - Wake Forest
University, author of original USTA College
Guide, Tennis Program Director/ Episcopal
School of Jacksonville, Volunteer Executive
Director of Florida High School Tennis
Association, and USTA EDC Faculty/
USTA/FL Trainer.

Will High School and College Tennis be the Same?
By JOHN DANISE
When tennis does return to high schools and
colleges what will it look like? This was not
expected to be a large part of the question I was
trying to address in the March- April issue of
Florida Tennis and what I thought would be the
first of a three part, “Who Is Responsible For
The Decline In American Tennis?” Now some
ask if the Covid-19 pandemic crisis has either
speeded the outcome we were moving towards,
or has it only presented new challenges for tennis being part of the America scholastic journey?
Since college and high school tennis was a
part of the equations of all those I talked with
during all four Yella Ball network discussions
about the decline of competitive American tennis, and since the coronavirus will change college admissions and sports played as early as this
fall, I am going to archive parts two and three of
the article for future consideration. That’s
because I believe it is not the time to critique the
possible past reasons for the tennis decline in
America, but rather we address the new challenges high school and college tennis will now

face.
Now, more than ever, we need to be open
minded, express our views, listen to all recommendations, make our suggestions and then fully
support those positions which have been adopted.
Although few expected this crisis to be so damaging to our school system, lessons will be developed to keep tennis relevant in America. And I
suspect many of those lessons will be from those
I interviewed, as well as recreational organizations, scholastic personnel, USTA, PTR, and
USPTA organizations leaders. All will be helping
pave the roads, while letting those individuals
and tennis professionals take their own routes for
the needed tennis travel. Yes, it will be a difficult
journey and support will be needed.
I know those who contributed solutions on my
“Coach Danise Exploring Tennis Blessings”
broadcast who shared their prospective on the
decline of America tennis during those broadcast
believe that high schools and colleges should be
an element of USA tennis. All expressed their
willingness to work on making American tennis
SUMMER 2020

great again. Although there are too many to recognize here, I think it would be remiss of me not
to mention those who spent hours with me. That
group includes Dr. Allen Fox, Chuck Kriese,
Ashley Hobson, Bobby Bayliss, Tom Parham and
newly elected Dave Mullins, Managing Director
of Community Engagement & Coach
Empowerment of ITA. The above not only share
high school and college tennis coaching experience, they have been recognized for their accomplishments around the world and our still willing
to mentor others today.
Do we need more evidence than that which
was recently presented during the shutdown?
Seeing our tennis family of organizations working
together with sports and tennis professionals,
parents, players and teachers on social media
was special. Yes, tennis growth in the future will
be a struggle, like the game itself, but is that not
what makes it the great game of tennis what it is?
Surely we are worthy of the challenge; and
shame on us if we don’t bring out the best in
each other.
IT”S YOUR ADVANTAGE
FLORIDA TENNIS
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What Will the Return to
College Tennis Look Like?
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Netherlands. Despite the rain, Max and I spent
our days relishing Amsterdam’s artistic heritage, elaborate canal system, and bustling
nightlife. This exhilarating lifestyle of nonstop
travel felt like a dream. But dreams often end
in the blink of an eye, and this one was no
exception. On August 14th, I woke up inside
a college dorm.
College proves to be a substantial change
for most students. The majority go from living
at home under their parents’ supervision to a
new level of freedom. In my situation, being
bound to a campus for classes and housing,
while surrounded by American teenagers, was
my version of that substantial change. It had
been over a year since I sat in a traditional
learning environment, and even then I was
studying in an international school made up of
under 50 total students, where I was the only
one in my graduating class who spoke English

COLLEGE SPOTLIGHT

Florida Schools Produce Several ITA All-Americans
The Florida Gators led the nation with five working toward her master’s degree..
Intercollegiate Tennis Association AllFlorida State’s women’s tennis’s No. 1 douAmerican honors, as co-captains Oliver bles pairing of Petra Hule and Victoria Allen
Crawford and Sam Riffice were both named earned ITA All-American honors 12-3 perAll-Americans in singles and doubles, while formance during the 2020 season.
junior Duarte Vale was tabbed an AllOther All-Americans from Florida schools:
American in singles.
NCAA Division II
(Men)
The 2020 ITA All-Americans were named
Alessandro Giuliato, Barry Univ.
after a shortened season due to the COVID-19
Luca Bolla, Flagler
pandemic. 20 singles players and 10 doubles
Serdar Bojadjiev, Univ. of West Florida
pairs were awarded the prestigious honor.
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For the fourth year in a row, Estela PerezEden Schlagenhauf, Flagler
5211 Princeton Way | Boca Raton, Florida
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of the University of Miami women’s
Berta Bonardi, Univ. of West Florida
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Valeriya Pogrebnyak, Lynn Univ.
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Natalie Espinal, Nova Southeastern Univ.
2019, didn’t get to defend her title this year
Sarah Wardenburg,dtbso|
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Univ.
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(Men)
Yassir Kilani, ASA Miami
Frederik Orvad, Eastern Florida State College
(Doubles)
Yassir Kilani, ASA Miami
Pawit Sornlaksup, ASA Miami
(Women)
Tatiana Simova, ASA Miami
Isabella Perez, Broward College
Chelsea Samways, Hillsborough Community College
Naomi McKenzie, Saint Petersburg College
(Doubles)
Tatiana Simova, ASA Miami
Saara Kunakunova, ASA Miami
Isadora Oliveira, Hillsborough Community College
Magda Tuells, Hillsborough Community College
Naomi McKenzie, Saint Petersburg College
Elizaveta Mova, Saint Petersburg College
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University of Florida men’s tennis standout
and captain Oliver Crawford has chosen to
forego his final year with the Gators to pursue
and begin his professional tennis career after
signing with GSE Worldwide, a leading athlete
representation and sport marketing firm.
Crawford, a three-time ITA All-American and
two-time First Team All-SEC selection, concludes his career at UF with 125 overall combined wins, including 63 singles wins and 62
doubles wins overall.
Miami’s Estela Perez-Somarriba waives to crowd after exhibition match with Coco Gauff at Delray Beach. Photo by Kevin
Ortiz/Miami athletics..

as a first language. Walking to my ENG 105
class with my backpack strapped around my
shoulders felt strange and putting pen to
paper for an in-class assignment was even
stranger. Nevertheless, I eventually adjusted to
the routine of a college student, attending
classes and competing assignments. In the first
few weeks, I made new friends, joined the club
tennis team, and reveled in the Miami nightlife
scene. Rudy from Israel and Nico from Sweden
even came to UM to visit me. College was
everything I wished it to be.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 49

you and wanting to meet you.”
College Coaches also highlighted the fact
that due to the changes and NCAA granting
an extra year of eligibility, they are being more
selective and taking a little longer to make an
offer. Each spot now becomes even more precious, so coaches need to be very careful.
Finally, the board finished on a high note as all
coaches believe they will be back for the Fall
season, of course with a few adjustments in
the program and maybe a restriction regarding their competitions, try to keep more local
and following all the protocols.

As overall things are slowly but surely starting to fall in place and stabilizing, we all needed to hear good news and maintaining a positive sight to keep moving towards the future.
“Start where you are. Use what you have.
Do what you can.” - Arthur Ashe
***
Nathalia Sato is a USP Certified Advisor at
University Sports Program (USP), one of the
world leaders in College Placement for
Student-Athletes.
www.universitysports.com
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The 2020 University of Florida Athletic Hall
of Fame class includes Hamid Mirzadeh (Men’s
Tennis, 2001-05). He was a five-time AllAmerica honoree (three in singles, two in doubles) Four-time All-SEC First Team selection
2004 SEC Men’s Tennis Co-Scholar Athlete of
the Year Led the Gators to two SEC titles
(2003, 2005) and the 2005 SEC Tournament
championship
Only Division I player to
advance to the quarterfinals in both singles
and doubles at the 2004 NCAA
Championship
Three-time SEC Academic
Honor Roll member.
FLORIDA
TENNIS
FLORIDA
TENNIS
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The Mental Side Of The Game
So, the mental game is clearly neglectIt is like going fishing without a GPS.
By STEVE WEINSTEIN
All across the country there are kids You might catch fish (or win) without a ed for most players, but what can players
training their butts off on the court and GPS but you will have much more suc- and parents do?
I will offer a few suggestions:
working on the physical side of the game. cess and clarity with a GPS.
* Speak to the coach and ask what is
This direction will produce more fish
While these actions are necessary for
being done to work on the mental side.
them to reach their potential, sadly often and more wins.
* Ask for exercises that can be executYour mind is your GPS and it needs to
these players do not get to where they
be wired correctly to help you. You can ed either on court or at home to help
could be.
They might have HUGE serves, MAS- alter the wiring with the right mental with focus, concentration and staying in
the moment.
SIVE forehands, or the speed of David training.
* Have the coach set up a mental skills
The question is how many players
Ferrer or a combination of the three.
program for the player just like they do
They could be amazing at constructing actually work on their focus?
for their technical and physical training.
And how can they work on it?
points to exploit their opponents’ weakI mean actually work like they work on When practiced consistently and correctnesses or have ridiculous touch.
Their training if done at maximum their serve, forehand, footwork, strength ly, they will see positive changes in their
life and in their game.
intensity definitely helps players mentally and endurance.
The answer is not many.
helping to create a feeling of resolve,
***
I would say with without a doubt less
fight and resilience.
After all, they know that they have than 5 percent. And how can a player be
Steve Weinstein is Director of High
given their all in practice so they FEEL mentally tough if they struggle with their Performance and Head Pro at Smatts
Dave
Kozlowski
Carol Weyman
focus?
ready
when interviews
they compete.
Tennis at David Park Tennis Center in
What good is all of the training if the Hollywood, Florida. He is a Certified
The reality is that most players do not
Weyman
Onto Legacy
Maureen
“Little
Connolly
Brinker
becomes
easily distracted,
mental-Mo”
feel ready deep Carries
down inside due
their playerOf
Mental
Coach, he played
four years at
mental struggles, and a lot of the ones ly breaks down for any reason, or steps Florida State University, and received a
By do
DAVE
Director
the Virginia
Slims of and
kindness of
- two
of Maureen
on the court
withoftheir
mind jumping
that
feel“KOZ”
readyKOZLOWSKI
are really not mentally Tournament
Bachelors
Science
in Connolly’s
Nutritionrecogand
Being
involved
with
the
Maureen
Connolly
Dallas
women’s
professional
tournament.
Carol
nized
attributes.
around from one thought to another?
prepared at all.
Fitness.
Brinker Tennis Foundation (MCB) for the last had been a successful administrator in
In 1998, Carol created the “Road to the Little
seven years has given me an incredibly revitaliz- Tournament Operations and Sales and Mo Nationals” a year-long circuit of fun, coming reflection of the game through the legacy of Marketing with the WCT (World Championship petitive tournaments for American players 8-12
one of the greatest women in tennis - on and off Tennis) men’s professional tennis tournament in years of age. The “Little Mo” tournaments begin
the court.
Dallas for eight years.
Originally from with 18 Sectional tournaments around the U.S.
At age 11, Maureen Connolly earned the nick- Shreveport, Louisiana, Carol had acquired a in the spring and the top players advance to the
name of “Little Mo” when a California sports- myriad of experience from playing junior tennis four Regionals in the summer. The top players
writer compared the mighty-mite power of her and working with the men’s and the women’s from the Regionals advance to the prestigious
groundstrokes to the Big Mo - the World War II professional tennis circuits. After the sale of the “Little Mo” Nationals in Austin, Texas, in the fall.
battleship The USS Missouri. In 1953 at age Virginia Slims, Carol became Executive Vice The “Little Mo” is unique in that players com18, “Little Mo” became the first woman to win President of MCB and turned her focus to junior pete in their own birth year, i.e. 8’s play 8’s, etc.
The Grand Slam (all four majors in the same cal- tennis, as this was the mission of the foundation. The “Road” is in its 23rd year and is the most
endar year). Connolly is still the only American She was able to pass on her expertise from the successful and respected junior circuit of its kind
woman and youngest to have accomplished this pro ranks to junior tennis. She continued the in the world. Thousands of players have played
magnificent feat.
Brinker family tradition of tennis passion and “Little Mo” over the years and many have made
A year later while horseback riding, her horse commitment to performance excellence along it to the top of the pro ranks like Andy Roddick
was spooked by an approaching cement truck. with maintaining the emphasis of sportsmanship and Coco Gauff. Many have also competed at
Tragically, the accident injured her right leg and
ended her career at age 19. “Little Mo” captured
nine Slam titles winning both Wimbledon and
the U.S. Open three times. She and her husband, Norman Brinker, a member of the US
Olympic Equestrian Team, raised their family in
Dallas, Texas. In 1968, Maureen and Nancy
Jeffett co-founded the Maureen Connolly Brinker
Tennis Foundation (MCB) to promote junior tennis. The tennis world sadly lost “Little Mo” on
June 21, 1969 at age 34 of ovarian cancer.
After Maureen’s passing, Nancy continued to
carry on their mission for the next 40 years. In
2007, Nancy retired and Maureen’s two daughters, Cindy Brinker Simmons (President) and
.theprintersprint
Brenda Brinker Bottum (Vice President),
alongMcNab Road • Pompano Beach,cNab
2681 West
FL 33069
Roadompano
• (954)
P
917-2773
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cNab
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•
P
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President), now lead the foundation as its Board
.theprint
of Directors.
Carol Weyman (left) and Cindy Brinker Simmons with “Little Mo” tournament players
In 1989, MCB hired Carol Weyman as
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Kevin Anderson (holding Microphone) with Allistar McCaw speaks at last year’s Internationals

the collegiate level.
To continue the growth of junior tennis, Carol realized American players
needed to see other styles of play from around the world and created the
“Little Mo” Internationals in 2006. Any player worldwide is invited to the
U.S. to compete against others their same age in singles, doubles and
mixed doubles. The “Little Mo” Internationals in Florida, in its 15th year,
is the flagship event. Last year, the number of players who attended was
an impressive 500 from over 60 countries, ages 8-12, in addition to the
“Big Mo” division for ages 13-16. The event is held each December at the
PGA National Resort & Spa, BallenIsles and other sites around Palm
Beach County. Over the years, Carol added two other internationals: 7th
annual “Little Mo” Internationals in San Diego, California, at the Balboa
Tennis Club (home club of Maureen Connolly) and the 9th annual “Little
Mo” Internationals at the West Side Tennis Club in Forest Hills, New York
(the site of the final leg of Maureen’s Grand Slam win in 1953).
The “Little Mo” tournaments are not only well organized but they also
feature some of the most memorable experiences for the players: opening
ceremonies parading on court with country flags, player parties, player gift
exchanges with first round opponents, and “Little Mo” coins earned for
good sportsmanship and kindness, which are cashed in for prizes at the
fun “Little Mo” booth.
Carol also created the “Little Mo” Slam in 2013 in honor of the 60th
anniversary of Maureen Connolly’s Grand Slam triumph. If a player can
win all three “Little Mo” Internationals in a single year, they will receive the
tallest trophy ever given in junior tennis (6 feet tall) and the title of “Little
Mo” Slam champion. The players love to see that beautiful tall trophy and
it gives them such inspiration. There are also on-location TV segments
with interviews from the players, parents and coaches at the Nationals and
International tournaments.
Carol has an outstanding team around her with well-known Floridian
Rick Workman as Tournament Director of the Internationals and Matthew
Cody as Tournament Operations Manager. Carol has earned the respect
and admiration from the players and their parents. She is deeply appreciated by all for her genuine up-spirited demeanor.
In 2018, the Golden 50th anniversary gala celebration of MCB was held
at the original home of the US Open, The West Side Tennis Club in Forest
Hills, New York. It was an honor for this journalist to interview actress
Glynnis O’Connor who played the role of “Little Mo” in the movie Little
Mo The Maureen Connolly Story. It was obvious why O’Connor was cast.
Her vitality for playing the role was still as enthusiastic as ever. To recog-

nize Maureen’s impact on tennis, the United States Postal Service issued a
special “Little Mo” Commemorative Forever Stamp on April 23, 2019.
The beautiful stamp showcases Maureen’s athleticism, grace and determination. Carol Weyman celebrated her 30th anniversary with MCB last
year and she continues to create more opportunities for more players to
enjoy tennis and continue to play this wonderful sport of a lifetime.
Koz: Carol, you have been with the MCB Tennis Foundation for three
decades. What has the relationship with the Brinker family and with the
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Tennis at Your Clubs and COVID-19
By JOHN R. EMBREE
CEO of USPTA
Who would have thought that a mere few
months ago that the whole world would be completely shutting down? Never in my wildest
dreams ... As with any disease or global pandemic, it preys on the weak. It ravages people who
have pre-existing conditions or who are elderly.
It actually serves as a metaphor for the club
business. As the publisher of Boardroom magazine says, “This pandemic has exposed the
cracks in the foundation of private clubs and public facilities that are not healthy.” It will force owners, managers and tennis teaching professionals
to recognize their shortcomings and look at
things differently. As Billie Jean King says,
“Champions adjust.” Those facilities that cannot
adjust will suffer or disappear completely.
What will the tennis or the racquet sports
department at your club or public facility look like
when we reopen for business? While we do not
know when that will be, activity could be robust.
But it might not be immediate. I predict it will
take a few months to ramp up.
After 9/11, there was this incredible pent-up
demand by consumers and club members to get
out and play. People stayed home and did not
travel. “Stay-cation” became a phenomenon: tennis advocates had a burning thirst to get out and
hit balls, take lessons and compete.
It is very possible we could see a repeat of that
same scenario. Here are some concepts that

should be done before reopening your facility:
Use this idle time to learn new drills or watch
tennis tips on-line that will make the pros better
at delivering tennis to their customers. Now is a
good time to complete the continuing education
requirements to remain a certified member in
good standing of your trade association.
1)
Get your entire professional staff Safe
Play trained and be background checked by visiting usta.com/safeplay. This will be a requirement
for any certified member in good standing of a
fully accredited tennis teaching organization starting January 1, 2021. Check this off the box of
things to do, because once things get going, this
won’t be top of mind of your professionals. And
the USTA will pay the cost.
2)
Make certain your courts are maintained, especially if you have clay courts. If you
lose them, the cost to resurface and the time that
it will take to do so will cost the club its summer
activity. If you have hard courts, take advantage
of the down time to make necessary repairs and
improve the physical plant around the courts.
Once reopened, what should be done for the
first 90 days?
3)
Because of social distancing, programs
such as cardio tennis, pickleball and summer junior camps will have to change. Social gatherings
on the court or in the clubhouse will be different.
Offer only private or semi-private lessons to start.
4)
Consider alternative programming to
what has been offered in the past. Change things

up by producing innovative and energizing activities that members have not experienced.
5)
Recruit new players to help grow the
game. Get those fitness aficionados, pickleball
players and golfers to understand that playing
tennis can increase their life expectancy by 10+
years (according to a Danish study published by
Peter Schnohr in Dec. 2018).
6)
Determine the touch points throughout
the facility that members contact during a typical
visit (i.e. fences, benches, doorknobs, etc.). How
often should they be cleaned and/or disinfected?
How about the teaching ball carts and ball pickups? Take your water coolers and benches away
between courts. Players should bring their own
water and personal towels.
7)
Stagger your court times or schedule
play on every other court so there is a buffer from
other players.
8)
Install hand sanitizers throughout the
club. Wash hands between lessons.
9)
Only permit one person at a time to
visit your pro shop.
10) Implement a COVID19 communication plan so that all constituents (management,
staff, members/customers) know what is going
on at the facility.
Clubs or parks should evaluate other best practices to determine what is best for their facility.
Do the right thing: take care of your
members/players so that your tennis or racquet
sports program can return with vibrancy.
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In Memoriam: Frank Arthur Froehling, III
USTA FLORIDA
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USTA Florida announced the launch of an all
couldn’t glean from reading articles about him
or watching him play. He was five years older
than I am and long gone from the state by the
time I began playing competitively, so I didn’t
know him as a teenager, but we met in the late
The USTA announced that Corey Gauff,
60s when Frank was making a comeback in
father and coach of teenage sensation Coco
the game after retiring in the mid-60s. In
Gauff, was named the 2019 Team USA
1968, the game of tennis “opened up” and
Developmental Coach of the Year as part of
prize money was being awarded. He wanted
USTA Player Development’s annual Team
back in. I was one of the better players in the
USA Coaching Awards.
country at the time, but not quite as good as
Renowned coach Jay Berger was given this
he was -- good enough that he wanted to pracyear’s Team USA Legendary Coach honor.
tice with me.
Gauff has been the longtime coach of his
After several years of being away from the
daughter, Coco, who debuted on tour in 2019
game, it wasn’t easy for him to get back into it
to immediate success and worldwide fanfare.
at the top level where he had been, but he was
As a 15-year old, Gauff was the youngest playin the process of doing it. We were both living
er to ever qualify for the main draw at
in South Florida at the time and I was fortuWimbledon, where she then reached the Round
nate enough to become his friend and practice
of 16, becoming the youngest player to do so
partner for several years. We would meet at
since Jennifer Capriati in 1991. Coco also
Jimmy Evert’s courts in Fort Lauderdale, or
reached the third round at the US Open, won
Bob Sassano’s courts in Hollywood, and occaher first WTA singles title, in Linz, and her first
sionally at Slim Harbett’s place, Henderson
two WTA doubles titles, with partner Caty
Park, in Miami wherever he wanted to play.
McNally, at the Citi Open in Washington, D.C.,
We played in a number of tournaments togethand Luxembourg.
er, too, over the next few years and as doubles
“One of the traits of a great coach is the abilpartners in some, as well as several exhibition
ity to focus on process and long-term develop-

new provider resource webpage in March 2020
aimed at supplying the Florida tennis community’s vast range of providers with education,
guidance and the tools needed for continued
success.
The
page,
www.USTAFlorida.com/Providers, serves as a
hub of resources to support all who serve tennis players in Florida. Whether running a program or promoting an event, providers will
have access to a wealth of information and
training to help improve their game and serve
their customers. Providers are separated into
categories, each with specific resources tailored
to their needs.

* Information available for Physical Education Teachers,
After-School Providers, High School Coaches
* NetGeneration.com resources
* Lesson plans, coaching manuals, and more
* After-school program information
NJTL Providers
* Enrollment information
* Grant assistance applications
* Regional and online training from USTA and the USTA
Foundation
Teaching Professionals
* Breakdown of USPTA memberships
* Coaching resources
Frank
Froehlingcertification
with formerinformation
junior and tour star Kathy
* Wheelchair
Rinaldi,
who is now
U.S. Fed
Cup captain.
* Continuing
education
options
Tournament Directors
* Sanctioning information
matches.
* Adult and junior tournament regulations
*I Tournament
think it’s Data
important
Managerfor
materials
those of you who
* Grievance
procedures
never
saw him
play to get a “visual” of him.

He was tall and gangly. I read where he is said
to have been 6’3” and 170 pounds, but I’m
6’3” and I always thought of him as taller. His
serve seemed to come out of the clouds. His
ment,” said USTA Player Development
nickname on the circuit was the “spiderman,”
General Manager Martin Blackman. “Corey’s
and it was a well-deserved moniker.
discipline and long-term focus in coaching
He didn’t walk the way most people do -- his
Coco is evident in the path that Coco’s game
head would lead the way, much like a giraffe
has followed: building on a strong foundation of
does. It was an unusual gait. I don’t think I saw
fundamentals and continuously adding new
anyone else walk the way he did ever. The
skills at the right time. I admire the way Corey
best adjective to describe him would be
has guided Coco’s development as a person
“ungainly.”
and player. He and Coco’s mom, Candi, have
Whenever he played, he always smothered
set the standard for how to parent a champizinc oxide over his nose, and sometimes on
on.”
his lower lip, and often wore long-sleeved
Berger currently serves as a Master coach for
shirts. He also wore hats that were different
rising American Reilly Opelka, who won his
from what others chose. It would be an undersecond career ATP singles title at Delray Beach
statement to say that he presented uniquely.
earlier this year. Berger was USTA Player
He stood out in a crowd and on a tennis court.
Development’s Head of Men’s Tennis from the
He was an intelligent man, having attended
time the job was created in 2008 until 2017,
Yale his first year of college before transferring
when he transitioned to private coaching.
to Trinity, and he liked to read a lot. He
Berger, who joined the USTA as a National
pressed me constantly for recommendations
Coach in 2003, also served as head coach of
as to what books he should be reading. I had
the U.S. Men’s Olympic Teams for London
graduated from Tulane by then and was
2012, when Bob and Mike Bryan won Gold in
attending law school at George Washington
doubles, and Rio 2016, when Jack Sock and

rights movement, anti-war demonstrations,
Gloria Steinem and the feminist movement,
gay liberation, changes in sexual norms,
Due to the heightened concerns surrounding
music, drugs and all the rest. The times had
COVID-19 which has impacted providers, facilchanged from when he had been in college
ities and programs across the state, the Board
and he wanted to keep abreast of what
of Directors for the USTA Florida Section
younger people like me were doing, saying and
Foundation made the collective decision in
thinking.
March to keep the current 2020 grant cycle
He usually had a smile on his face and was
open through Oct. 31, 2020.
personable, pleasant, courteous and fun to be
The move merges the Foundation’s two yeararound. He called the lines fairly and was out
ly grant cycles offered to community tennis
to win, all the time, even in practice. He was
providers.
a fierce competitor. He always came to play.
The Board also approved a motion to lift a
One would think that he would be much
restriction stating that organizations could only
tougher to beat on a hard court than a clay
apply for new or expanding programs if they
court because of his size and his serve, but
had applied in the past.
that wouldn’t be accurate. He was much better
“These are uncertain times and we’re here to
on clay, and that’s because he rarely served
help,” said Alexis Johnson, Executive Director
and volleyed, choosing instead to bash a serve
of the USTA Florida Section Foundation. “Our
at you and then follow it up with a blistering
hope is to provide any grassroots community
forehand. He was good on a hard court, too,
tennis organizations struggling with summer
just not as good as on clay.
and fall programming the relief they need.”
As an aside, at the time, I was also practicGrants from the USTA Florida Section
ing with Brian Gottfried, who went on to be
Foundation, the giving arm of USTA Florida,
about number three in the world a few years
offer funding for youth tennis programs, adaplater, and Eddie Dibbs, who was one of the top
tive tennis programs, community tennis pro10 players in the world not long thereafter,
grams in economically challenged areas, along
too. Before I would go to play with any of the
with facility assistance in the renovation, refurthree, I would practice with someone else first.
bishment and building of quality public tennis
I had to be ready to play right from the get-go
facilities.
or their games would simply overpower mine.
For more information on the grants offered
I was a server and volleyer and didn’t like to
and
how
to
apply,
visit
stay at the baseline. With them, I had to be
www.USTAFloridaFoundation.com/apply.
able to keep the ball in play before getting to
the net, one way or another.
So it was in September of 1963 that I, like
every other Floridian player, was glued to the
television set that day when he played Osuna.
Steve Johnson took home doubles Bronze and
Anyone who watched it will remember the
Sock (Gold) and Rajeev Ram (Silver) medaled in
match because Osuna employed a tactic rarely
mixed doubles. Berger also coached the U.S.
seen before or since he stood 10 to 12 feet
Davis Cup Team for 12 years, under captains
behind the baseline to return Frank’s huge
Patrick McEnroe and Jim Courier, and was
serve and won, breaking serve six times in
both the head men’s and women’s coach at the
the match. Osuna won in three straight sets,
University of Miami.
much to our collective disappointment.
“Throughout his career in tennis, Jay has
The television commentators openly quesachieved success at every level. Jay’s skill,
tioned why Frank hadn’t hit an under-handed
tenacity and professionalism defined the way
serve, sliced serves wide to the forehand side,
he competed,” Blackman said. “Throughout
or done something other than pound a serve
his coaching career, Jay harnessed those same
which Osuna was able to get a racket on and
qualities to make an impact, most notably as
return, despite the velocity. Years later, I asked
the Head of Men’s Tennis for USTA Player
Frank that question.
Development for nine distinguished years.
“Because I was hitting my serves so well
Most recently, Jay’s work in coaching
that I didn’t want to change a thing! My serves
American standout Reilly Opelka over the past
were digging holes in the court! I never served
two years has been outstanding. Jay’s underbetter in my life,” he told me. I could understanding of the game, how to practice with
stand that reasoning as it was much like a
purpose and discipline, and his role as a menpower-hitter in baseball not wanting to hit the
tor, have helped Reilly to maximize his ability
other way. That would be taking away his
and develop into one of the most feared playpower. It made sense, but he lost. He never
ers on the tour.”
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questioned his decision, though.
Frank shared a number of stories with me
about various matches he played and his
career, and one of the most interesting things
he told me that I think might be of interest to
readers has to do with his match preparation.
I, like most players I knew back then, would
get up early, get a good workout in of hitting
some drills, practicing serves, getting the muscle-memory thing working, then shower, rest,
and be ready to play. Not Frank. He wanted to
be on a practice court half an hour before
match time, practicing at full speed, and then
go straight from the practice court to the
match. I never knew anyone else who did that.
I still don’t.
Another insight Frank gave me that I found
intriguing was about a time he was to play
Manuel Santana, the Spaniard who was in the
top two or three in the world at the time, in a
Davis Cup match to be held in Spain. Frank
was the underdog and he badly wanted to win.
He was nervous about it and asked Pancho
Gonzalez for advice.
“Pancho told me to get a good night’s sleep
and, before going to sleep, just lie there quietly and think of all the great shots I’d ever made
in my life. I did what he told me and played a
great match, but I lost. Manolo kept talking to
the linesmen in Spanish, telling them when to
call balls out. I never had a chance, but I
learned a valuable lesson. That was good
advice.”
It was in 1971, however, when I took a year
off from law school to play professionally, that
I spent the most time with Frank. He had risen
to the top of the game, after several years of
hard work, and had been chosen to be a part
of the Davis Cup team that was to play Ilie
Nastase and Ian Tiriac in Romania. That was
quite an accomplishment, one that many did
not think was possible.
He played two of the singles matches for the
U.S. Stan Smith played the other two. Stan
and Bob Lutz were the doubles team. On the
first day, Smith beat Tiriac and Froehling lost
to Nastase. Smith and Lutz won the doubles
point on the second day. After Nastase beat
Smith in the opening match of the third day,
the match was tied at two and was to be decided by who won the Froehling-Tiriac match.
The match was played in Romania and the
U.S. team was the underdog. Nastase was the
number one player in the world at the time
and no one figured to beat him on his home
turf. To win, the U.S. needed Frank to win.
Needless to say, the crowd was entirely against
him.
Frank lost the first two sets badly, 6-1 and
6-3, but he rallied gallantly and won the next
two by identical scores. He then won the
match 8-6 in a tense, thrilling fifth set, securing the victory for the U.S. It was his proudest
moment as a player.
He reached the semifinals of the French
Open that year and continued to play at an

Pierce Kelley when he won Canadian Grass Court Championship.

extremely high level for the next few years. By
1974, Jimmy Connors and Bjorn Borg had
emerged on the scene and the equipment
began to change. At the end of that year,
Frank retired from professional tennis and
began the next stage of his life-long love affair
with the game of tennis, this time as a court
builder, which he did for the next 40 years.
I continued to play professionally at a much
reduced level from Frank until 1975, when I
began the practice of law, and I saw less and
less of Frank over the years, but I remember
those days vividly. It’s the memories of those
days that I’m sharing. It’s like the song that
says, “those were the days, my friends, we
thought they’d never end,” but they do and
they did.
So imagine preparing yourself to return his
serve he had a huge serve that was, for the
most part, flat, and was considered to be one
of the two or three best serves in the game at
the time, if not the best. If he missed his first
serve, he’d slice in the second at a slightly
reduced speed deep in the box. He hit a lot of
aces and you weren’t going to attack it. Either
way, you were doing your best just to get the
ball back in play. No one could do much more
than that.
His forehand will be remembered as one of
the greatest of all time, certainly for Floridians,
and probably for all Americans. He had an
Eastern forehand and backhand, nothing like
what is seen anywhere in the world anymore.
He took his racket back and held it there,
crouching down, waiting to time his swing.
His backhand was actually quite weak, compared to his forehand, that is. He’d slice it back
deep most of the time, just waiting for a
chance to crush a forehand. He ran around it
at every opportunity. I don’t recall him ever
winning any points with his backhand, except
SUMMER 2020

on an occasional passing shot. I don’t remember him ever hitting over the top. It was always
a slice, as best I can recall.
So you try to get the return back deep to his
backhand, but if you don’t get it in the corner,
he runs around his backhand and smashes a
forehand cross-court. If that doesn’t win the
point, a weak return to mid-court would result
in him winning most of the points. He was
incredibly consistent. He could rally with you
all day long. He rarely made unforced errors
and, therefore, rarely lost his serve.
When it was your turn to serve, you had to
find his backhand and attack it at every opportunity. He would beat you, and almost everyone else in the world, if you didn’t. It was that
simple
hit the ball to his backhand.
Unfortunately, not quite so easily done.
Being a lefty, I had an advantage as I could
slice serves to his backhand and prevent him
from running around it. I would then follow my
serve into the net, on both serves, and do my
best to hold serve. However, to win I had to be
able to break serve and that rarely happened,
but I could play him close and we had many
great matches. Those were the days.
Even when Chuck McKinley was number
one in the world and won Wimbledon in 1963
without losing a set, Frank told me that
McKinley couldn’t beat him on a clay court.
He was that good.
It’s one thing to read about him, or to be
able to say that you saw him play, and it’s quite
another to say that you played against him. I’m
proud to be able to say that I was good enough
to play him and hold my own, even though I
lost almost all of the time. I’m also proud to be
able to say that he was my friend.
As I said at the top, we have lost one of our
best. He was truly a legendary figure in Florida
tennis history. Fare thee well, Brother Frank.
FLORIDA TENNIS
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YESTERDAY AND TODAY

U.S. Junior Legends Tennis Circuit Interview Dr. Richard Cohen
By PHIL SECADA
How did you get started playing tennis?
My parents bought me a tennis racquet for my 4th birthday present. I started hitting against the basement wall and
garage wall at my home in Merion,
Pennsylvania. All I wanted to do was hit tennis
balls.
Later, I went on to an overnight camp when
I was 5. One of the counselors told my parents
that I should start taking some tennis lessons. I
was lucky there were tennis courts across the
street and also two blocks away from my home.
The Narberth Tennis Club was also just five
blocks away. I practically lived at Narberth. At
Narberth, I would ask the men to play me all
the time, which helped me get better. By the
time I was 13, I was the best player at the club.
Vic Seixas, a former Wimbledon (1953) and US
National Champion (1954) who also worked as
a stock broker in the Philadelphia area before
Open Tennis, hit with me once a month.
I was extremely steady. I once
beat Norman Holmes from Florida, who back
then was called a “human backboard”, 6-0, 60 in six hours in a legendary match. I played
smart percentage tennis and was extremely
fast. Someone once told me that I was one of
the fastest junior players in the country. Back
then, 80 percent of points were won on
unforced errors.

Jim Kenney of the Narberth
Tennis Club; Don Richardson, USPTA Vice
President; and Al Molloy, Penn’s tennis coach,
started coaching me at age 15. I practiced with
many of the top men’s Middle States players,
such as Vic Seixas, Dick Sorlein, Barry
Hirschwald, and Morton Stern.
Where did you practice in juniors?
Narberth Tennis Club and the
Idlehour Tennis Club in Pennsylvania.
When was your last year in juniors?
1965
Tell us about your sectional and national
rankings.
1960 #1 Middle States Boys’
13s and 15s singles; 1961 #1 Middle States
Boys’ 15s singles; 1962 #1 Middle States
Boys’ 16s singles, #23 nationally USLTA Boys’
16s singles, #7 in USLTA Boys’ 16 doubles
with Bob Dow; 1963 #1 Middle States Boys
16s and 18s singles, #7 in US Interscholastic
Singles; #33 in USLTA Boys’ 16s singles;
1964 #1 Middle States Boys’ 18s singles, #5
in US Interscholastic Singles; 1965 #1 Middle
28
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From left: Dr. Cohen, The Club at Ibis sports director Chuck Gil, Julie.

States Boys’ 18s singles, #9 in USLTA Boys’
18 doubles with Bill Powell.

Norman Holmes, Rich
Donner, Steve Beik, George McGuire, Fred
Levin, Terry Hassall, Dick Stockton, Lewis
Glass, Hugh Curry, Bill Harris, Armistead
Neely, Jaime Pressley, Tico Carrero, Bob Lutz,
Cliff Richey, Butch Seawagon, Bronson van
Wyck, Mike Beautyman, Bob Goeltz, Peter
Fishback, Mike Mullin, and Jay Lapidus were
all very tough junior competitors.
So very impressive; how did you do in
high school tennis?
In high school, I went 107-1
in six years at the Haverford School. I lost only
one match to Lynwood Simpson from the Hill
School. I won the Middle States Interscholastic
Championships, which is equivalent to being
the best high school tennis player in
Pennsylvania, New Jersey and Delaware.
Between 1960 to 1965 I won all six years, a
record that remains unbroken.
I went to the University of
Pennsylvania, an Ivy League school. I went 423 and although I played mainly #5 on my
team, we won the Ivy League Championships
during my junior year. We beat Clemson, 5-4,
lost to the University of Miami, 5-4 (I played #1
against Miami’s Pat Cramer). The day before,

Pat had beaten Florida’s Armistead Neely 6-1,
6-1; he didn’t want to play a pusher like me the
next day. All of a sudden I was up 6-3, 5-2, we
reached double match point; then he started
playing well and beat me 6-1 in the third!
You graduated from college and then
went on to play the circuits. How did things go
back then?
I graduated cum laude as an
honors major in biology and chemistry. I got
only 1 B in college. Later, I played the circuit in
some of the big Men’s Grass Court
Championship tournaments in the 60s. I never
played in the US Open or any other Grand
Slam tournament. At Merion, I played doubles
with Tony Lieberman. We once took a set off
of a team who played well at Wimbledon three
weeks before, Tim Osbourne and Jim
McManus.
What are you doing today?
I have practiced psychiatry for
38 years. I have a full-time private practice. I
taught at Thomas Jefferson Medical College for
a number of years and was an Assistant
Professor in Psychiatry, Family Medicine, and
Otolaryngology.
I have been married to wife Nancy Cohen for
38 years. Nancy is also a tennis player. She has
won one gold ball. We also have two children,
Josh and Julia. I wanted to start them in tennis
very young because I wanted them to experience the same joy in junior tennis that I had.
They were both #1 in the USTA in various junior divisions. Josh was #20 in the world ITF in
juniors. Julia was #4 in the world in ITF juniors.
Julia was #2 in the US in NCAA Division I college tennis and Josh was #3 in US Division I.
Julia was #97 in the world WTA. There was
an opening at a $50,000 doubles tournament
in 2008. We played the first round of the doubles against Sam Deevarman from India and
Trent Huey, the NCAA doubles champions
from the University of Virginia. We lost 6-2, 75 and had a set point in the second set.
Last March, I was at a tennis tournament
with my daughter Julia in Chicago, when I had
a heart attack during that match.
The intervention cardiologist in Philadelphia
was able to repair one coronary artery but the
other blockage in the LED vessel (yes, the
widow maker) had calcified too much for a
stent. I would need cardiac bypass surgery. This
was very unbelievable to me and furthermore, I
would have to wait two long weeks for the anticoagulant effect of the Brilanta to wear off
before I could undergo bypass surgery.

While I anxiously waited for
the big day, I was calling either my cardiologist,

surgeon, and/or his nurse practitioner almost
daily with questions and concerns. After all,
this was a life threatening and momentous
event in my life. Thankfully, I was met with
great patience, understanding, and promptness
of detailed answers and explanations by all
involved with my cardiac care.
The reactions of the staff made me mindful
of the importance of really hearing my patients’
concerns and addressing their issues in a
prompt, nonjudgmental, patient, and genuine
manner. Gratefully, my robotic cardiac bypass
surgery on March 26, 2019, went very well,
and I am now back to work, playing tennis, jogging slowly, and riding my stationery bike.
Although I had always thought of myself as a
warm, caring, and emphatic psychiatrist, my
experience as a cardiac patient made me realize that there is always room for improvement
in treating my own patients.
Remember, every doctor will become a
patient one day, and the reality of illness,
injury, and mortality may really hit you hard, as
it did me. You may not receive any prioritized
treatment and will know what it feels like to be
helpless, vulnerable, and at the mercy of a
physician while you regress in the service of
your ego and become a patient.
One can be a better doctor now if you are
mindful that whatever the physical, emotional,
or mental issues facing your patient, the problem may be catastrophic to them. They need
your undivided attention. Any problem is a significant event to your presenting patient.
Really listen to his or her concerns or questions. Address every one with patience, understanding, and accurate information. Be genuine, empathetic and nonjudgmental toward
your patient, so he or she will be open and
honest with you. If you follow these lessons,
which I learned the hard way, then you can
always become a better doctor.

I have been ranked #1 in the
Middle States at various times in the Mens’
30s, 40s, 50s, and 60s. I was inducted into the
Philadelphia Jewish Sports Hall of Fame in
2012. Here is the link to my induction speechhttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WTCPA
FnNCGo&t=125s .
I have been ranked with my daughter Julia
and son Josh in the USTA National
Father/Son
and
USTA
National
Father/Daughter tournaments; as a team, we
have won 16 gold balls playing in USTA
National Father/Daughter and Father/Son
tournaments with my children.
With Julia, we were ranked #1 in the US in
the National Father/Daughter rankings during
the last two years. My highest senior rankings
were #16 in the USTA in Mens’ 30s singles,
#9 in the USTA in Mens’ 30s doubles, and #7
in the USTA Mens’ 45 doubles with Terry

d. Developing laser focus by staying in the
here and now.
e. Setting short and long-term goals in stroke
technique and performance goals. I strive to
achieve them.
f. Using any obstacle, such as wind, sun, and
opponent’s hooking as a challenge to overcome
but not use as an excuse.

From left: Dr. Cohen, Josh, Julie.

Hassall. Any awards, titles, or number of gold
balls I have won pales in comparison to the
benefits I have received from life lessons
learned from playing junior tennis.

Playing junior tennis was the
greatest thing for me. I carried the skills learned
in junior tennis throughout my life, personally
and professionally. A partial list of these life
skills consists of the following:
a. Trying to do and being the best in everything I do. I don’t compare myself to anyone
else; just myself. I just want to be the very best
that I can be.
b. Realizing my limitations.
c. Using imagery to shadow strokes after
each practice to improve my technique.

“The mor
moree
you
give us...

I wanted to combine my scientific knowledge with my desire to help people,
I decided to become a physician. When I
learned that emotional pain was the worst kind
of pain to have, I then decided to become a
psychiatrist.
I am so lucky to have the joy
of playing tennis tournaments with my children. I love being able to bond with them on
the weekends that we spend playing tournaments. I have loved sharing all of the benefits I
have received from junior tennis with my children and watching them carry those values and
life lessons into their adult lives.
I love playing tennis so much. I still hit for
two hours a day. After each workout, I can’t
wait until the next day so I can hit again. My joy
of tennis is so great that I wrote a song about
it. Below is a video of the song:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ETtOYCt
QWQA&t=16s . The song starts at around
1:15.

...the mor
moree
we
give out.”
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USTA Florida Prioritizes Providing for Providers
Unexpected challenges - that’s what the tennis industry has faced over the past few months.
One of the groups feeling that impact has been
our providers across the state of Florida. It hasn’t been easy to navigate this uncharted territory, which is why USTA Florida remains dedicated to assisting and supporting our community
providers.
Our mission to “promote and develop tennis
for all” would not be possible without all the tennis teaching professionals, coaches, teachers,
tournament directors and community providers
doing their part to keep tennis thriving. As an
organization, we are here to serve those
providers and help our communities recover,
and here are a few ways we’re doing that:

During this unprecedented time, the entire
tennis industry has come together to analyze the
most pressing needs and top concerns of all
involved in our sport. Tennis Industry United, a
collaboration between the USTA, United States
Professional Tennis Association (USPTA),
Professional Tennis Registry (PTR), Tennis
Industry Association (TIA) and the
Intercollegiate Tennis Association (ITA), offers
resources for financial assistance, relief, and
support for members of the tennis industry in
the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic. Find out
more at www.USTA.com/industryunited.
New USTA Florida Provider Resource Page
USTA Florida announced the launch of an all

new provider resource webpage in March 2020
aimed at supplying the Florida tennis community’s vast range of providers with education,
guidance and the tools needed for continued
success.
The
page,
www.USTAFlorida.com/Providers, serves as a
hub of resources to support all who serve tennis players in Florida. Whether running a program or promoting an event, providers will
have access to a wealth of information and
training to help improve their game and serve
their customers. Providers are separated into
categories, each with specific resources tailored
to their needs.

* Information available for Physical Education Teachers,
After-School Providers, High School Coaches
* NetGeneration.com resources
* Lesson plans, coaching manuals, and more
* After-school program information
NJTL Providers
* Enrollment information
* Grant assistance applications
* Regional and online training from USTA and the USTA
Foundation
Teaching Professionals
* Breakdown of USPTA memberships
* Coaching resources
* Wheelchair certification information
* Continuing education options
Tournament Directors
* Sanctioning information
* Adult and junior tournament regulations
* Tournament Data Manager materials
* Grievance procedures

Due to the heightened concerns surrounding
COVID-19 which has impacted providers, facilities and programs across the state, the Board
of Directors for the USTA Florida Section
Foundation made the collective decision in
March to keep the current 2020 grant cycle
open through Oct. 31, 2020.
The move merges the Foundation’s two yearly grant cycles offered to community tennis
providers.
The Board also approved a motion to lift a
restriction stating that organizations could only
apply for new or expanding programs if they
had applied in the past.
“These are uncertain times and we’re here to
help,” said Alexis Johnson, Executive Director
of the USTA Florida Section Foundation. “Our
hope is to provide any grassroots community
tennis organizations struggling with summer
and fall programming the relief they need.”
Grants from the USTA Florida Section
Foundation, the giving arm of USTA Florida,
offer funding for youth tennis programs, adaptive tennis programs, community tennis programs in economically challenged areas, along
with facility assistance in the renovation, refurbishment and building of quality public tennis
facilities.
For more information on the grants offered
and
how
to
apply,
visit
www.USTAFloridaFoundation.com/apply.

Corey Gauff, Jay Berger Receive USTA Coach Awards
The USTA announced that Corey Gauff,
father and coach of teenage sensation Coco
Gauff, was named the 2019 Team USA
Developmental Coach of the Year as part of
USTA Player Development’s annual Team
USA Coaching Awards.
Renowned coach Jay Berger was given this
year’s Team USA Legendary Coach honor.
Gauff has been the longtime coach of his
daughter, Coco, who debuted on tour in 2019
to immediate success and worldwide fanfare.
As a 15-year old, Gauff was the youngest player to ever qualify for the main draw at
Wimbledon, where she then reached the Round
of 16, becoming the youngest player to do so
since Jennifer Capriati in 1991. Coco also
reached the third round at the US Open, won
her first WTA singles title, in Linz, and her first
two WTA doubles titles, with partner Caty
McNally, at the Citi Open in Washington, D.C.,
and Luxembourg.
“One of the traits of a great coach is the ability to focus on process and long-term develop30
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ment,” said USTA Player Development
General Manager Martin Blackman. “Corey’s
discipline and long-term focus in coaching
Coco is evident in the path that Coco’s game
has followed: building on a strong foundation of
fundamentals and continuously adding new
skills at the right time. I admire the way Corey
has guided Coco’s development as a person
and player. He and Coco’s mom, Candi, have
set the standard for how to parent a champion.”
Berger currently serves as a Master coach for
rising American Reilly Opelka, who won his
second career ATP singles title at Delray Beach
earlier this year. Berger was USTA Player
Development’s Head of Men’s Tennis from the
time the job was created in 2008 until 2017,
when he transitioned to private coaching.
Berger, who joined the USTA as a National
Coach in 2003, also served as head coach of
the U.S. Men’s Olympic Teams for London
2012, when Bob and Mike Bryan won Gold in
doubles, and Rio 2016, when Jack Sock and

Steve Johnson took home doubles Bronze and
Sock (Gold) and Rajeev Ram (Silver) medaled in
mixed doubles. Berger also coached the U.S.
Davis Cup Team for 12 years, under captains
Patrick McEnroe and Jim Courier, and was
both the head men’s and women’s coach at the
University of Miami.
“Throughout his career in tennis, Jay has
achieved success at every level. Jay’s skill,
tenacity and professionalism defined the way
he competed,” Blackman said. “Throughout
his coaching career, Jay harnessed those same
qualities to make an impact, most notably as
the Head of Men’s Tennis for USTA Player
Development for nine distinguished years.
Most recently, Jay’s work in coaching
American standout Reilly Opelka over the past
two years has been outstanding. Jay’s understanding of the game, how to practice with
purpose and discipline, and his role as a mentor, have helped Reilly to maximize his ability
and develop into one of the most feared players on the tour.”

Gregg le Sueur: Embracing the Future, Honoring the Past

Tennis at Your Clubs and COVID-19

By DEBORAH HOBBS
Gregg le Sueur, tennis instructor and former ATP Touring
professional, is making an
impact in the coaching world.
Gregg offers innovative, technically advanced, on-court and
online instruction to students of
all ages and abilities. A passion
for teaching and continual learning has been a hallmark of
Gregg’s career. He resides in
Clearwater, Florida, and is based
at the Total Tennis Center,
Guizar Tennis Academy.
Born in Cape Town, South
Africa, Gregg was fortunate to
be part of a family steeped in
tennis tradition and ability.
Laura le Sueur, his mother,
played on the women’s professional tennis tour in the 1960’s
and 1970’s. Playing in all
Grand Slams, as well as nine
Wimbledon championships, she
advanced to the fourth round of
the French Open, was a South
African Fed Cup member and
achieved a singles world ranking
of 25.
With a tennis legend as his
mother, the support of his
father, Mike, and older siblings,
Gregg was provided with the
background and preparation for
what was to become his chosen
profession.
With his mother’s encouragement and coaching, Gregg
enthusiastically embraced the
sport of tennis.
Excelling and participating in
multiple sports such as track,
cricket, rugby and soccer, Gregg
by his early teens had made tennis his chosen sport. His tennis
success attracted the attention
of college coaches in the United
States and resulted in a full tennis scholarship to Central
Oklahoma University.
He played for four years while
obtaining a bachelor’s degree in
business finance, graduating
cum laude.
After graduation, Gregg’s tennis prowess prompted him to
play on the ATP Professional

By JOHN R. EMBREE
CEO of USPTA
Who would have thought that a mere few
months ago that the whole world would be completely shutting down? Never in my wildest
dreams ... As with any disease or global pandemic, it preys on the weak. It ravages people who
have pre-existing conditions or who are elderly.
It actually serves as a metaphor for the club
business. As the publisher of Boardroom magazine says, “This pandemic has exposed the
cracks in the foundation of private clubs and public facilities that are not healthy.” It will force owners, managers and tennis teaching professionals
to recognize their shortcomings and look at
things differently. As Billie Jean King says,
“Champions adjust.” Those facilities that cannot
adjust will suffer or disappear completely.
What will the tennis or the racquet sports
department at your club or public facility look like
when we reopen for business? While we do not
know when that will be, activity could be robust.
But it might not be immediate. I predict it will
take a few months to ramp up.
After 9/11, there was this incredible pent-up
demand by consumers and club members to get
out and play. People stayed home and did not
travel. “Stay-cation” became a phenomenon: tennis advocates had a burning thirst to get out and
hit balls, take lessons and compete.
It is very possible we could see a repeat of that
same scenario. Here are some concepts that
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Gregg le Sueur has passion for teaching,
learning.

Tour, achieving success on the
futures tour with rankings in singles and doubles.
After playing professional tennis for two-plus years and working with coach Raven Klaasen,
Gregg was encouraged to continue in the sport as a coach
and instructor. Influenced by
the methodology and teaching
expertise of Vic Braden, he
worked under Steve Smith in
Tampa for over three years.
He credits Braden’s and
Smith’s solid fundamentals and
inspiration in shaping his coaching style and attention to technical details.
Gregg holds certifications
with
the
USTA
High
Performance
Coaching
Program, USPTR, SATCA, SAQ
International and ITF Play &
Stay. In 2013 he accepted a
position at Total Tennis Center,
Guizar Tennis Academy, under
the directorship of Nicholas
Guizar. As head professional,
Gregg was in charge of top ITF
juniors in the academy and the
development of local programming for aspiring junior players
as well as adults. In 2015, while
at the academy, he was
approached by tennis professional Florian Meier, founder of
OTI (Online Tennis Instruction).
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Gregg was invited to be an
instructor with the company and
has been instrumental in producing online tennis instruction,
critical analysis and feedback for
students.
He conducts live clinics
around the globe, with on court,
personalized, slow motion video
analysis in collaboration with
fellow instructor Nadim Naser.
Conducting approximately 24
clinics per year, Gregg has
become an internationally recognized and respected tennis
instructor, focusing primarily on
adult students. 83,000 followers currently view OTI’s instructional videos online.
With his courteous and
superb teaching manner, Gregg
continually seeks to impart his
tennis knowledge to students,
adapting the sound and basic
fundamentals to those who wish
to improve and expand their
tennis games.
With much uncertainty in the

tennis world today, the use of
technology in keeping the sport
alive and thriving is of utmost
importance. Gregg has chosen
to embrace this new learning
curve to benefit all tennis students. He shares that “tennis
teaching can be best executed
from being mindful of the
sport’s history. Coaches can
stand on the shoulders of legendary coaches and players.
Using their knowledge, we
can reach higher as the game
continues to improve.”
Fortunately, with instructors
such as Gregg, players can work
on their games, online and on
court, knowing instruction given
is based on solid principles.
For those interested and seeking definitive improvement in
their games, please visit OTI’s
website at
w w w. o n l i n e t e n n i s i n s t r u c tion.com and contact Gregg at
gregg@onlinetennisinstruction.c
om

should be done before reopening your facility:
Use this idle time to learn new drills or watch
tennis tips on-line that will make the pros better
at delivering tennis to their customers. Now is a
good time to complete the continuing education
requirements to remain a certified member in
good standing of your trade association.
1)
Get your entire professional staff Safe
Play trained and be background checked by visiting usta.com/safeplay. This will be a requirement
for any certified member in good standing of a
fully accredited tennis teaching organization starting January 1, 2021. Check this off the box of
things to do, because once things get going, this
won’t be top of mind of your professionals. And
the USTA will pay the cost.
2)
Make certain your courts are maintained, especially if you have clay courts. If you
lose them, the cost to resurface and the time that
it will take to do so will cost the club its summer
activity. If you have hard courts, take advantage
of the down time to make necessary repairs and
improve the physical plant around the courts.
Once reopened, what should be done for the
first 90 days?
3)
Because of social distancing, programs
such as cardio tennis, pickleball and summer junior camps will have to change. Social gatherings
on the court or in the clubhouse will be different.
Offer only private or semi-private lessons to start.
4)
Consider alternative programming to
what has been offered in the past. Change things

up by producing innovative and energizing activities that members have not experienced.
5)
Recruit new players to help grow the
game. Get those fitness aficionados, pickleball
players and golfers to understand that playing
tennis can increase their life expectancy by 10+
years (according to a Danish study published by
Peter Schnohr in Dec. 2018).
6)
Determine the touch points throughout
the facility that members contact during a typical
visit (i.e. fences, benches, doorknobs, etc.). How
often should they be cleaned and/or disinfected?
How about the teaching ball carts and ball pickups? Take your water coolers and benches away
between courts. Players should bring their own
water and personal towels.
7)
Stagger your court times or schedule
play on every other court so there is a buffer from
other players.
8)
Install hand sanitizers throughout the
club. Wash hands between lessons.
9)
Only permit one person at a time to
visit your pro shop.
10) Implement a COVID19 communication plan so that all constituents (management,
staff, members/customers) know what is going
on at the facility.
Clubs or parks should evaluate other best practices to determine what is best for their facility.
Do the right thing: take care of your
members/players so that your tennis or racquet
sports program can return with vibrancy.

RAISING THE
STANDARD
TO

RAISE OUR
GAME

7526#KUVJGƂTUVCPFQPN[756#CEETGFKVGF
VGPPKUVGCEJKPIRTQHGUUKQPCNQTICPK\CVKQP
Together, we will set a new standard
of excellence and provide even more
opportunities for those who teach
tennis to grow and advance.
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© 2019 USTA. All rights reserved.
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The Mental Side Of The Game
By STEVE WEINSTEIN
All across the country there are kids
training their butts off on the court and
working on the physical side of the game.
While these actions are necessary for
them to reach their potential, sadly often
these players do not get to where they
could be.
They might have HUGE serves, MASSIVE forehands, or the speed of David
Ferrer or a combination of the three.
They could be amazing at constructing
points to exploit their opponents’ weaknesses or have ridiculous touch.
Their training if done at maximum
intensity definitely helps players mentally
helping to create a feeling of resolve,
fight and resilience.
After all, they know that they have
given their all in practice so they FEEL
ready when they compete.
The reality is that most players do not
feel ready deep down inside due to their
mental struggles, and a lot of the ones
that do feel ready are really not mentally
prepared at all.

It is like going fishing without a GPS.
You might catch fish (or win) without a
GPS but you will have much more success and clarity with a GPS.
This direction will produce more fish
and more wins.
Your mind is your GPS and it needs to
be wired correctly to help you. You can
alter the wiring with the right mental
training.
The question is how many players
actually work on their focus?
And how can they work on it?
I mean actually work like they work on
their serve, forehand, footwork, strength
and endurance.
The answer is not many.
I would say with without a doubt less
than 5 percent. And how can a player be
mentally tough if they struggle with their
focus?
What good is all of the training if the
player becomes easily distracted, mentally breaks down for any reason, or steps
on the court with their mind jumping
around from one thought to another?

So, the mental game is clearly neglected for most players, but what can players
and parents do?
I will offer a few suggestions:
* Speak to the coach and ask what is
being done to work on the mental side.
* Ask for exercises that can be executed either on court or at home to help
with focus, concentration and staying in
the moment.
* Have the coach set up a mental skills
program for the player just like they do
for their technical and physical training.
When practiced consistently and correctly, they will see positive changes in their
life and in their game.
***
Steve Weinstein is Director of High
Performance and Head Pro at Smatts
Tennis at David Park Tennis Center in
Hollywood, Florida. He is a Certified
Mental Coach, he played four years at
Florida State University, and received a
Bachelors of Science in Nutrition and
Fitness.
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What Will the Return to
College Tennis Look Like?
As things start to stabilize with the COVID-19 situation, we are all anxious and wondering when and how our beloved sports seasons will be
finally back.
The truth is that every place is facing different stages, as we see many
cities around the world slowly getting back to normal. There are many others that are still under extreme protective measures due to this pandemic.
Each state is making its decisions trying to balance safety with its economy. It is no different with colleges and universities. The closing of campuses and the cancellation of college sports (especially basketball) has had a
big hit on the financial health of every institution. A good part of its
income is derived from “on campus” activities, such as dormitories, cafeterias, bookstores, events, etc. By continuing to offer online classes, the
tuition income has remained mostly intact. Like many other businesses,
the government has awarded colleges $14 billion to weather shutdowns
and move to distance learning. No one knows at this point how the future
looks for college sports, but athletic departments and coaches remain very
positive.
The NCAA has recently pronounced about the current situation: “For
each member institution, that return will come at a different time and will
certainly take a different form,” declared NCAA’s Director of
Communication, Stacey Osburn. NCAA established the COVID-19
Advisory Panel, which brings together specialized professionals from different areas of health and has the mission of helping with their vision and
assisting the NCAA member schools regarding the precautions and the
Coronavirus situation.
According to NCAA Chief Medical Dr. Brian Hainline, the Advisory
Panel is active and they are monitoring closely the outbreak in order to
give the best recommendations on competition and still follow all the
health guidelines. The Advisory Panel has also released the “Core
Principles of Resocialization of Collegiate Sport”. Once the COVID-19
cases have decreased considerably for a certain period of time, there is a
chance of sports be back.
However, a few precautions of resocialization must be followed: “It is
also important to take into consideration that there will not be a quick, single day of re-emergence into society. We will re-emerge in a manner that
recognizes COVID-19 will be around until there is an effective vaccine,
treatment, or both. That is why resocialization should be rolled out in a
phased way that helps assure sustained low infection spread, as well as
aids in the ability to quickly diagnose and isolate new cases,” said
Hainline.
Recently, ITA CEO Tim Russell and a panel of coaches gathered online
for an open discussion about their expectations and plans for the following months. The panel featured Claire Pollard (Northwestern University),
David Roditi (TCU), Lauren Conching (Hawaii Pacific University), Pam
Rende (Arcadia University), Chase Hodges (Georgia Gwinnett), and Dash
Connell (TJC). The discussion followed a positive scenario for the upcoming season, as they exposed the challenges they faced but also the positive effects, such as the recruitment process. Conching revealed she is
more dedicated to the recruitment process as she has more time to read
and answer more emails, schedule calls, and connect with recruits all over
the world. Besides the good news that recruitment keep going on, TCU’s
Men’s Coach David Roditi also shared a few tips with the future recruits:
be proactive, communicate, build a relationship and take the extra time to
research more. These little things will put you ahead.
As Thomas Anderson, CEO and Founder of USP says, “Not being able
to compete these months has given many junior players a great opportunity to get coaches’ attention and move up the ladder in their recruiting
lists; more in-depth research, writing creative emails, being consistent in
the communication, bringing up the intangibles that you cannot see in a
UTR or Tennis Recruiting. In a few words, getting coaches to really like
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Florida Schools Produce Several ITA All-Americans
The Florida Gators led the nation with five
Intercollegiate Tennis Association AllAmerican honors, as co-captains Oliver
Crawford and Sam Riffice were both named
All-Americans in singles and doubles, while
junior Duarte Vale was tabbed an AllAmerican in singles.
The 2020 ITA All-Americans were named
after a shortened season due to the COVID-19
pandemic. 20 singles players and 10 doubles
pairs were awarded the prestigious honor.
Also selected to the men’s team was Gabriel
Decamps of Central Florida.
For the fourth year in a row, Estela PerezSomarriba of the University of Miami women’s
team is an ITA All-American in singles. PerezSomarriba, the NCAA singles champion in
2019, didn’t get to defend her title this year
because the NCAA championships were canceled due to COVIE-19.. She announced that
she will utilize the NCAA-approved extra year
for spring sport student-athletes and will
return to Miami for the 2021 season while

working toward her master’s degree..
Florida State’s women’s tennis’s No. 1 doubles pairing of Petra Hule and Victoria Allen
earned ITA All-American honors 12-3 performance during the 2020 season.
Other All-Americans from Florida schools:
NCAA Division II
(Men)
Alessandro Giuliato, Barry Univ.
Luca Bolla, Flagler
Serdar Bojadjiev, Univ. of West Florida
(Women)
Jil Engelmann, Barry Univ.
Julie Razafindranaly, Barry Univ.
Lixin Wang, Flagler
Eden Schlagenhauf, Flagler
Berta Bonardi, Univ. of West Florida
Ulyana Grib, Lynn Univ.
Valeriya Pogrebnyak, Lynn Univ.
Natalie Espinal, Nova Southeastern Univ.
Sarah Wardenburg, Nova Southeastern Univ.
Berta Bonardi, Univ. of West Florida
Manon Meulenberg, Univ. of West Florida
NAIA
Bruno Pessoa, Warner Univ.
NJCAA

(Men)
Yassir Kilani, ASA Miami
Frederik Orvad, Eastern Florida State College
(Doubles)
Yassir Kilani, ASA Miami
Pawit Sornlaksup, ASA Miami
(Women)
Tatiana Simova, ASA Miami
Isabella Perez, Broward College
Chelsea Samways, Hillsborough Community College
Naomi McKenzie, Saint Petersburg College
(Doubles)
Tatiana Simova, ASA Miami
Saara Kunakunova, ASA Miami
Isadora Oliveira, Hillsborough Community College
Magda Tuells, Hillsborough Community College
Naomi McKenzie, Saint Petersburg College
Elizaveta Mova, Saint Petersburg College

University of Florida men’s tennis standout
and captain Oliver Crawford has chosen to
forego his final year with the Gators to pursue
and begin his professional tennis career after
signing with GSE Worldwide, a leading athlete
representation and sport marketing firm.
Crawford, a three-time ITA All-American and
two-time First Team All-SEC selection, concludes his career at UF with 125 overall combined wins, including 63 singles wins and 62
doubles wins overall.
Miami’s Estela Perez-Somarriba waives to crowd after exhibition match with Coco Gauff at Delray Beach. Photo by Kevin
Ortiz/Miami athletics..

you and wanting to meet you.”
College Coaches also highlighted the fact
that due to the changes and NCAA granting
an extra year of eligibility, they are being more
selective and taking a little longer to make an
offer. Each spot now becomes even more precious, so coaches need to be very careful.
Finally, the board finished on a high note as all
coaches believe they will be back for the Fall
season, of course with a few adjustments in
the program and maybe a restriction regarding their competitions, try to keep more local
and following all the protocols.

As overall things are slowly but surely starting to fall in place and stabilizing, we all needed to hear good news and maintaining a positive sight to keep moving towards the future.
“Start where you are. Use what you have.
Do what you can.” - Arthur Ashe
***
Nathalia Sato is a USP Certified Advisor at
University Sports Program (USP), one of the
world leaders in College Placement for
Student-Athletes.
www.universitysports.com
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The 2020 University of Florida Athletic Hall
of Fame class includes Hamid Mirzadeh (Men’s
Tennis, 2001-05). He was a five-time AllAmerica honoree (three in singles, two in doubles) Four-time All-SEC First Team selection
2004 SEC Men’s Tennis Co-Scholar Athlete of
the Year Led the Gators to two SEC titles
(2003, 2005) and the 2005 SEC Tournament
championship
Only Division I player to
advance to the quarterfinals in both singles
and doubles at the 2004 NCAA
Championship
Three-time SEC Academic
Honor Roll member.
FLORIDA TENNIS
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High Performance is an Earned Discipline
By: JOSE AYALA
High Performance.
It is much more than just two words put together. It is the definition of countless hours of effort and self sacrifice. It is something that is earned, not given. It is the words that will make you
better than 80 percent of your opponents.
A mentality, a physical strength, an attitude, a way of life that
you will carry with you to everything you do, in and out of the
court, and in order for this to be true you have to earn it.
You earn it by giving 100 percent every practice, no matter
if you don’t feel well, if it’s hot and humid, if you are training in
a gust storm, the sun is rising or setting, your time on the court
is as important as your future. Treat it as such.
You earn it by listening and executing. If you give your effort
to a knowledgeable coach, he will and should get you where you
want to go. To exploit your maximum potential, that is his job
and his compromise with you.
You earn it by having the discipline to go to bed on time and
get your proper rest, by warming up correctly and spending the
necessary time to make sure your body is ready at 100 percent
to get through your time on court.
By putting the necessary time strengthening your muscles,
working on quickness and agility so you can outperform your
competition.
By being diligent on your stretching afterwards so your body
gets the proper rest it deserves and you stay injury free. Proper
stretching will make you more flexible, increasing your skills and
athletic ability.
You earn it by eating correctly so your muscles have the right
proteins to become bigger and stronger, keeping you fueled correctly for practice and competitions.
You are a formula car, a high-level machine that can outperform whoever is on the other side of the net.
You earn it by being a good, honest human being treating
everybody with respect, and being fair. By being humble, like a
true champion.
You will press this code of ethics into your soul and you will
carry it with you like a badge of honor.
Prepare yourself to be High Performance and when you earn

A Game-Changing Sunscreen
It can be challenging to find a sunscreen that isn’t greasy and doesn’t
affect your racquet grip; or isn’t heavy on your skin. With KINeSYS
Sunscreen you no longer have to compromise. 100 percent oil free and
so light you won’t know you’re wearing it.
Their SPF 50 Fragrance Free Spray Sunscreen is a game changer on
the court. Created for sport, the KINeSYS oil and alcohol-free formula
means no greasy sunscreen residue.
Providing light-weight protection that dries to a matte finish and allows
your skin to breathe and sweat normally, so you don’t have to worry
about clogged pores and overheating. KINeSYS is a Canadian brand with
a growing community of loyal customers including Sarah Ansboury,
Pickleball Professional, and industry accolades such as Runner’s World
Magazine 2020 An Editor’s Choice Award for Best Sweat Resistant
Sunscreen’.
Buy from www.kinesysactive.com or Amazon.com (hidden hyperlink
to our brand store https://www.amazon.com/Kinesys).
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it, this High Performance will be with you forever, no matter
what happens in your life.
The skills, values and perseverance you have learned will
make the sacrifice well worth it.
If you follow this less traveled road, you will have earned it.
***
By DAN DeBRUYNE
Nick Saviano and I have known each other for a long time.
Austin, my middle son, was in Nick’s program for several years.
I have the utmost respect for Nick and was looking forward to
working with him as Supervisor of Racquet Sports at the Veltri
Tennis Center in Plantation.
Nick informed me just before we were scheduled to re-open
that he has made a decision to move his Academy to the David
Posnack Jewish Community Center in Davie.
I am sure Nick will have success there and wish him nothing
but the best.
While we will miss having Nick here, I am excited to announce
that we will have our own High Performance Program led by former ATP player Jose Ayala, who has run the High Performance
Program for the past 10 years and is director of Kosmique
Tennis..

HIGH SCHOOLS

Reading, Riting and Recruiting
By DEDE ALLEN
College sports can be one of the most
rewarding experiences you will have in your life.
As high school athletes, your main concern is
developing your game to the best of your ability. You are not expected to know all of the
NCAA, NAIA and NJCAA recruiting rules and
regulations, there is help out there for you.
How would you handle these scenarios,
where would you go for the answer? How
would you handle it at a tournament site if a college coach approached you and wanted to talk
recruiting? Is that legal in the NCAA, NAIA
and/or NJCAA? How and when do I start?
What are COLLEGE COACHES looking for in
a player? What should you look for in a coach?
What is the difference between the NCAA,
NAIA, and NJCAA? When and where can
coaches OFFICIALLY contact you? What kind
of QUESTIONS should you ask during an interview? What is the NCAA Clearinghouse? What
does my scholarship cover?
All three NCAA manuals equal close to
1,300 pages of information. Then there are the
NAIA rules and the NJCAA rules!! Help,
where does it all end? Do you feel confident
that you can find all the answers?
The recruiting process begins with you, the
player. But your parents and coaches are an
integral part of a “team” that you should put
together. This may come as a surprise, but
teenagers sometimes have an aversion to listening to their parents and other adults. However,

you may want communicate with a couple of
adults during this process - they really can be
helpful. Start thinking about whom you might
like on your team. Your “teammates” could
include: parents, coaches, a guidance counselor, a favorite teacher, older siblings or friends
- it’s up to you, you are the captain.
The first step in preparation for this adventure would be to develop a plan of action. It’s
fairly typical for high school students not to plan
too far ahead - especially four years ahead.
Heck, how many of adults plan that far ahead?
You may find that some adults on your team
may want to give you a little “nudge” at some
point during your freshman and sophomore
years - it’s only for your benefit.
You MUST meet all of the core curriculum
requirements in order to be eligible to compete
immediately and grades ARE important. It’s
never too early to focus on your grades BUT
it can certainly be too late. It is not your job to
know all the academic requirements for the
three major Collegiate Associations, but if you
can find the resources, it will certainly help.
Tennis alone will NOT get you into the school
of your choice. Admissions officers and coaches want to feel confident that you can handle all
of the academic requirements without struggling.
The second step in gaining an edge over others comes from working on and developing a
“marketing” plan. A good resume and organized “portfolio” will certainly help. Perhaps a

video will make the difference to some coaches.
When working with videos, beware of the frustrated Mom and/or Dad sports broadcaster syndrome. They don’t need to be an hour-long feature film.
Step three. Honesty is the best policy. I
encourage honesty all the way through the
whole process. You need to start with an honest self-evaluation regarding dreams and goals set realistic goals.
Since you may not be sure where you will be
attending school; you may want to follow the
rules and regulations for NCAA Division I programs. They are the strictest - you will not find
yourself in any recruiting difficulties by following
these rules. Coaches look at ACADEMICS,
ATTITUDE, AND ATHLETICISM.
There is NO perfect college; however, there
are lots of excellent choices. Finding the school
that is right for you should be based your academic and athletic abilities, your likes and dislikes - and not anyone else’s. Good Luck finding your excellent choice.
***
Dede Allen is a former USTA Administrator
of Junior Competition and Collegiate Tennis,
former ACC Coach of the Year - Wake Forest
University, author of original USTA College
Guide, Tennis Program Director/ Episcopal
School of Jacksonville, Volunteer Executive
Director of Florida High School Tennis
Association, and USTA EDC Faculty/
USTA/FL Trainer.

Will High School and College Tennis be the Same?
By JOHN DANISE
When tennis does return to high schools and
colleges what will it look like? This was not
expected to be a large part of the question I was
trying to address in the March- April issue of
Florida Tennis and what I thought would be the
first of a three part, “Who Is Responsible For
The Decline In American Tennis?” Now some
ask if the Covid-19 pandemic crisis has either
speeded the outcome we were moving towards,
or has it only presented new challenges for tennis being part of the America scholastic journey?
Since college and high school tennis was a
part of the equations of all those I talked with
during all four Yella Ball network discussions
about the decline of competitive American tennis, and since the coronavirus will change college admissions and sports played as early as this
fall, I am going to archive parts two and three of
the article for future consideration. That’s
because I believe it is not the time to critique the
possible past reasons for the tennis decline in
America, but rather we address the new challenges high school and college tennis will now

face.
Now, more than ever, we need to be open
minded, express our views, listen to all recommendations, make our suggestions and then fully
support those positions which have been adopted.
Although few expected this crisis to be so damaging to our school system, lessons will be developed to keep tennis relevant in America. And I
suspect many of those lessons will be from those
I interviewed, as well as recreational organizations, scholastic personnel, USTA, PTR, and
USPTA organizations leaders. All will be helping
pave the roads, while letting those individuals
and tennis professionals take their own routes for
the needed tennis travel. Yes, it will be a difficult
journey and support will be needed.
I know those who contributed solutions on my
“Coach Danise Exploring Tennis Blessings”
broadcast who shared their prospective on the
decline of America tennis during those broadcast
believe that high schools and colleges should be
an element of USA tennis. All expressed their
willingness to work on making American tennis
SUMMER 2020

great again. Although there are too many to recognize here, I think it would be remiss of me not
to mention those who spent hours with me. That
group includes Dr. Allen Fox, Chuck Kriese,
Ashley Hobson, Bobby Bayliss, Tom Parham and
newly elected Dave Mullins, Managing Director
of Community Engagement & Coach
Empowerment of ITA. The above not only share
high school and college tennis coaching experience, they have been recognized for their accomplishments around the world and our still willing
to mentor others today.
Do we need more evidence than that which
was recently presented during the shutdown?
Seeing our tennis family of organizations working
together with sports and tennis professionals,
parents, players and teachers on social media
was special. Yes, tennis growth in the future will
be a struggle, like the game itself, but is that not
what makes it the great game of tennis what it is?
Surely we are worthy of the challenge; and
shame on us if we don’t bring out the best in
each other.
IT”S YOUR ADVANTAGE
FLORIDA TENNIS
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One-On-One Doubles to Roll Out Club, College and Pro Tournaments
One-On-One Doubles Tennis,
the crosscourt singles competition
that includes the doubles alley, continues to grow and evolve. As an
alternative to singles and doubles,
One-On-One Doubles is a competitive tennis format that awards players a two-point bonus for executing
winning volleys and overheads the
opponent cannot touch.
One-On-One Doubles tournaments have been sanctioned by
USTA/Florida, USTA/Eastern and
USTA/Georgia since the game’s
inception in 2004. College
Coaches and tournament directors
can now run One-On-One Doubles
Tournaments at their facilities.
Andy Gladstone, USTA/Florida
Adult Play Coordinator, states, “I
have always been a big fan of OneOn-One Doubles. It is so much fun
to play and it adds a new format to
our game which can improve players of all levels. One-On-One
Doubles hits a home run with its
two-point rule, as the NBA adopted
the three-point shot years ago.”
“The game of One-On-One
Doubles is ready for tennis masses
to play and enjoy. The game’s tournament format will help the 3.0 to
4.0 NTRP players become even
better players. I appreciate former
#2 ATP player Tommy Haas’
advice to make this game serveand-volley optional with the addition of the two point bonus,” stated
Ed Krass, the game’s founder.
Krass, who coached collegiately
at Harvard and Clemson, is the only
coach to win both the Ivy League &

ACC conference titles all six years
he coached at both schools. Krass’
College Tennis Exposure Camps
are entering their 32nd summer
season. They are taught exclusively
by college coaches for aspiring college tennis players.
The One-On-One Doubles tournament format has been played at
the ITA Caches Convention since
2004. Due to the game’s popularity
among college coaches, One-OnOne Doubles is being played on college tennis facilities nationwide. In
an effort to raise funding for tennis
facilities and college tennis teams,
One-On-One Doubles, Inc., and
Krass will work with college coaches and club directors to help publicize the tournaments.
“Our office will be coordinating
all efforts with the college coaches
and tennis club directors to publicize
these events with results published
on the game’s website at
http://www.oneononedoubles.co
m. The tournament’s finalists and
participating sponsors will receive
national recognition with photos
and results published. The One-OnOne Doubles tournaments are fan
friendly, coaching is allowed, and
music is played to give the tournament a fun atmosphere.
The first series of One-On-One
Doubles tournaments were held in
Tampa in 2004. Peter Doohan, the
player who upset Boris Becker at
the 1987 Wimbledon tournament,
was the very first One-On-One
Doubles tournament registrant in
2004. Other top players who have

competed in One-On-One Doubles
tournaments have included ATP legends Ernest Gulbis, Johan Kriek,
Mikael Pernfors, Roscoe Tanner,
Emilio Sanchez, Luke Jensen,
Murphy Jensen, Mel Purcell,Tim
Wilkison, Jared Palmer, David
Martin, Christopher Kas and recent
WTA Doubles champion, Asia
Muhammed. The USTA Billie Jean
King National Tennis Center has
also hosted four One-On-One
Doubles tournaments since the
game’s inception.
“I had such a great time playing
in the One-On-One Doubles tournaments. The format is a lot of fun!
I had so many great points where I
had to pull out every shot in the
book to try and get an advantage.
Players of all levels should get out
and play One-On-One Doubles,”
stated Jared Palmer, 2001
Wimbledon doubles champion.
One-On-One doubles tournaments have been played at ITA,
USTA, USPTA and ATP national
events.
“If I were to rank racquet sports
on degree of difficulty here is the
order that I would choose : Singles,
One-On-One Doubles Tennis,
Doubles, Squash, Paddle Tennis,
Racketball, Pickleball and Table
Tennis”, stated Scott Williams, an
author, long-time coach and advisor
to Tommy Haas.
The game’s tournaments have
been televised on Tennis Channel,
Fox College Sports, NESN and Fox
Sports Florida.
“It has been a pleasure broadcast-

ing One-On-One Doubles on the
National TV stage. The competition
and format is perfect for network
TV and a positive addition for the
sport of tennis,” stated Harry
Cicma, Emmy Award winning
Executive Producer & CEO of
Harry Cicma Productions LLC.
The fundraising tournaments,
played in a 3-4 hour round robin
format, guarantees each player
three matches. Each match is short
no- ad sets, first to win 4 games,
with tiebreakers played at 3-3.
College and professional matches
can be formatted for a 30-minute to
one hour television slot.
One-On-One Doubles tournament fundraisers can be held on college campuses and at all public and
private facilities. The tournaments
are open to all levels, ages and genders. One-On-One Doubles, Inc.
will announce each tournament on
its website and publish tournament
results - giving the club players
national recognition on the game’s
national website. Recreational level
club tournaments can be licensed
for $90 per tournament from the
One-On-One Doubles office - for
the first 50 clubs to run the tournament format. All USPTA & PTR
professionals will receive a 25 percent discount on sanctioning fees.
For more information on the
One-On-One Doubles Tennis tournaments, special events and sponsorship opportunities, call Ed Krass
at (813) 478-3384 ; oneononedoubles@yahoo.com; visit oneononedoubles.com.

AROUND THE STATE

Albert Tucker, Leader in ATA, 64
Albert Tucker was a major advocate for
diversity and inclusion in business and in
tennis in Florida.
He was vice president of Multicultural
Business Development for the Greater Fort
Lauderdale Convention & Visitors Bureau,
where he focused on attracting organizations and families of diverse backgrounds to
the Greater Fort Lauderdale area for their
destination of choice for conferences and
family reunions.
He also served as the Executive Secretary
for the American Tennis Association - the
oldest black sports organization in the U.S.
for many years.
Tucker died on April 17. He was 64 years
old.
Roxanne Aaron, ATA president, noted
that “Al brought the ATA Nationals to Fort
Lauderdale in 1998 and for many years we
returned there.
It was under his financial sponsorship as
Vice President of Tourism of Multicultural
Business Development at the Greater Fort
Lauderdale Convention & Business Bureau
that the ATA was able to hold its Nationals

with his loyal support.
Al loved the ATA and had a dream that we
one day would have our own home. These
last few years of his life were spent working
towards that goal.”
Aaron added, “I have fond memories of
Al. He had an infectious smile. He walked
into a room and was in charge. He was
classy, punctual, and a bridge-builder.
“When I heard of Al’s death, I thought of
a verse from one of my favorite songs sung
by Frank Sinatra, “My Way” It goes like this:
For what is a man, what has he got?
If not himself, then he has naught
To say the things he really feels
And not the words of one who kneels
Let the record shows
I took the blows
And did it my way.
“Al indeed did it his way.”
Tucker was a major supporter of the
African American Research Library and
Cultural Center.
And he was instrumental in the ATA
selecting as the potential headquarters for
the organization.

PTR Joins USTA in Raising Standards for Professionals
The United States Tennis Association (USTA)
announced that the Professional Tennis Registry
(PTR) has received full accreditation under the
USTA’s accreditation program for organizations
and institutions that certify U.S. tennis teaching
professionals.
The goal of the program is to elevate professional tennis coaching standards by implementing mandatory pre-certification standards for
those seeking to become a certified teaching pro
and to provide an improved and consistent continuing education program for all current certified
professionals who are members of accredited
organizations.
The PTR was awarded full accreditation following the approval of its application by the
USTA’s Accreditation Review Committee. The
PTR joins the United States Professional Tennis
Association (USPTA) as the only USTA accredited tennis teaching professional organizations.
40
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The PTR’s accreditation status will be reviewed
after a three-year period.
“The mission of the USTA is to promote and
develop the growth of tennis across the country,
and there are few individuals that have a more
direct impact on this mission at the local level
than tennis teaching professionals,” said Mike
Dowse, USTA CEO and Executive Director. “We
now will have a unified approach to certifying
tennis professional in the United States for the
first time, and by working together, the USTA,
the USPTA and the PTR are best positioned to
getting Americans back on the courts and ensuring that tennis thrives in our post-pandemic
world.”
“We appreciate the confidence the USTA has
shown in PTR by providing us with accreditation.” said Dan Santorum, PTR CEO. “We look
forward to working together as partners to
improve our coaches who work passionately and

tirelessly to improve/grow the great sport of tennis.”
The USTA and PTR will collaborate on a wide
array of education initiatives. New certification
standards will require new applicants to complete
a unified set of standards before achieving status
as a certified tennis professional. This will include
on-the-job training along with pre-certification
education, online course work and face-to-face
workshops. Additionally, with the shared goal of
ensuring that tennis is a safe sport for kids, the
PTR will require all members to complete the
USTA’s Safe Play program, which includes a
criminal background screening and education on
prevention of misconduct in sport.
By working collaboratively, the USTA and the
two leading coaching accreditation organizations
have created a system to elevate and improve tennis coaching standards that will help the sport
attract, engage and retain tennis players.

Stay Healthy And Well Fellow Floridians
SUMMER 2020
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Pro Kennex Aces Tennis and Pickleball

SHOP TALK

A Boutique-style Public-Private Tennis & Wellness
Center Set to Open Near Tampa
While the coronavirus shut down all racquet
sports and wellness facilities, one tennis and
wellness center located at 6585 Simons Rd.
remained under construction in the heart of
Zephyrhills, a suburb of Tampa located in
Pasco County.
A public-private partnership between the
City of Zephyrhills and Tennis Pro Florida
LLC, helped one man’s dream for the past
three years finally come to fruition. That man
is Pascal Collard, CEO and Founder. Sarah
Vande Berg Tennis and Wellness Center (SVB)
is named after Sarah Vande Berg, a standout
tennis star who tragically died in a car crash in
South Carolina in 2015 at the age 21. Sarah
is the daughter of Todd Vande Berg, City
Planner of Zephyrhills. A 6-foot tall statue of
Sarah will stand tall and serve as a backdrop
for the Stadium Court.
The world-class center features various wellness options for professional athletes, casual
players, and anyone looking to improve their
overall health. Amenities include eight Har-Tru
clay courts, two hard courts, one simulated
grass court, four Padel courts, and eight pickleball courts and most importantly four indoor
courts, which is rare in Florida. Additional
amenities include a fitness center, yoga, a massage studio, cryotherapy room, salt room, bio

Rendering of the Sarah Vande Berg Tennis and Wellness Center.

and neuro feedback, restaurant, kids club, and
pro shop.
“We are excited to announce that we will
have an online, blended academic program,
which will complement our High-Performance
Programs called the Unified Global Academy,”
said Andy Sorrentino, managing partner and
COO.

Nomader Collapsible Water Bottle
The Nomader Collapsible Water Bottle
makes portable hydration incredibly easy and
sustainable.
Whether flying
to a new city, visiting a theme park,
going to school or
enjoying time outdoors, the uniquely
portable
Nomader saves
money and the
planet
since
there’s no need to
purchase wasteful,
single-use plastic
bottles. The eco-friendly Nomader bottle can
be refilled for free at just about anywhere,
including airports, cafes and restaurants,
hotels, theme parks, gyms, events, schools,
and other venues.
It saves space because the reusable
Nomader bottle can be rolled up and stashed
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away when not in use, yet it’s as comfortable
to drink from as a hard-sided bottle. It’s also
lightweight, freezable, heat resistant, and
includes an ergonomic carry strap.
It supports good health since staying hydrated boosts your immune system by flushing out
toxins, prevents cramps and headaches, and
reduces jet lag. Additionally, the Nomader bottle features an anti-germ leakproof cap, and is
100 percent BPA-free.
Nomader Collapsible Water Bottles retail for
$24.95 (including a lifetime warranty), available in a variety of bright and stylish colors at
www.nomader.com
and
www.amazon.com/nomader
Nomader was founded by Bryan Sarlitt, an
avid traveler and entrepreneur who became
frustrated with the lack of quality hydration
products made for travel. Determined to find a
solution,
Bryan invested his savings to create an innovative, high-quality reusable water bottle that
he and other travelers would love.

Previously Collard was the director of tennis
at Saddlebrook Resort and at the famed
Merion Cricket Club in Philadelphia.
Sorrentino became managing partner and
COO six months ago and currently runs the
day-to-day operations. Sorrentino’s prior
experience includes: The Director of Racquet
Sports at the prestigious Aronimink Golf Club
in Philadelphia and the Head Men’s and
Women’s Tennis Coach at Temple University
for nine years.
Sorrentino lauded the City of Zephyrhills for
its involvement with the project. “We’ve had
so much support from the city of Zephyrhills
with regard to planning and construction,” he
said. “This wouldn’t have happened at this
time [pandemic] in many states other than
Florida. Basically, construction never stopped,
there were 10 to 20 workers on site every
day.”
The back of the clubhouse is all glass providing the perfect view of the main exhibition
court, featuring a sunken court with bleacherstyle stadium seating for 3,200. “We are hoping to hold the Fed Cup or Davis Cup, along
with local, National and International tournaments,” said Sorrentino.
“We’re so excited to show the world what
we have created!”
The exquisite and highly anticipated grand
opening celebration is set for August 2020.
For more information about SVB, contact:
info@svbtenniscenter.com,
visit
www.SVBTennisCenter.com

In a category that has seen its
share of challenges, Pro Kennex
seems to be on the march. Florida
Tennis recently caught up with
Kevin Gilbert, President of Pro
Kennex, to see what they’ve been
up to and where they are headed.
FLORIDA TENNIS: Kevin, good
or bad, the Florida market thinks of
Pro Kennex as the arm friendly racquet brand. As a Business Manager,
do you embrace this association or
find it confining?
KEVIN: Its complicated. When
you mention arm friendly, you’re
really talking about Kinetic
Technology. Our corporate ethos is
very much performance-racquet
based. When we first developed the
technology, tennis elbow was at a
nuisance level and we were dazzled
by the performance outputs of the
Kinetic Technology, which is of
course where we focused our marketing and messaging. The emergence of the arm friendly reputation
was quite organic at the time, created by players in distress looking for
“the cure for their tennis elbow”.

Today, the incidence of tennis elbow
has grown by multiples. And there
we were, operating in a challenging
environment, with the most effective
technology to deal with this issue.
So while we are a performance-oriented brand, it was the therapeutic
dimension of Kinetic Technology
that blessed the company with a
rock-solid following during some
pretty turbulent times in our industry.
FLORIDA TENNIS: It seems like
arm friendly is the coin of the realm
these days; a feature of all brands.
KEVIN: Yes. Given the impact
that injury is having on our sport,
each brand does all that can be
done throughout the entire design
and fabrication processes to mitigate
the forces that cause tennis elbow,

NEW BOOKS
*“
Marble was the biggest women’s tennis star of the 1930s, she paved the
way to a more fair and inclusive sport. She broke records and barriers on
the court.
Weintraub explores the very public but mostly forgotten life of the 18time Grand Slam champion and the mysteries surrounding her legacy.
Marble, an occasional singer at New York’s most prestigious clubs, spent
free time with the biggest names in Hollywood, helped integrate tennis by
supporting Althea Gibons, and coached two young women who became
stars, Billie Jean King and Sally Ride.
written by Australian
doctor, writer and peace activist Peter Underwood, chronicles and narrates
one of the most misunderstood and little-known eras of world tennis, the
Professional or Pro Era, is available for sale via book publisher New Chapter
Press.
“The Pros” describes the era through the stories of eight great tennis
champions - Bill Tilden, Ellsworth Vines, Don Budge, Bobby Riggs, Jack
Kramer, Pancho Gonzales, Ken Rosewall and Rod Laver - who dominated
the pro arenas beginning in 1930 through to the start of the “Open Era”
in 1968. Underwood explains why these celebrated champions were forced
into what was often called a traveling circus, and where these sporting outcasts played each other during long and rather tatty tours all over the world,
far from the cushy confines of what was then the amateur game at
Wimbledon, Forest Hills and Roland Garros.
John Newcombe, one of the all-time greatest Australian tennis champions, contributed the Foreword to the book and wrote, “This is an important task Peter has chosen to tackle and I think his book should be a must
read for any aspiring young player. Certainly any sports lover born between
1930 and 1970 will devour it. These players were all national and international heroes in their time, and media stories following some of their epic
clashes make for fascinating reading.”

or wrist or shoulder. We do too.
Why wouldn’t we? For Pro Kennex
there’s a part 2, Kinetic Technology.
It is a system that functions independent of the racquet frame to
enhance benefits or deliver other
benefits that many players have discovered. In other words, the Kinetic
technology begins where the limits
of standard racquet design ends.
FLORIDA TENNIS: Where are
you seeing most of your growth
these days?
KEVIN: Well, given the wide
popularity of Poly strings, which is
going on in all four corners of the
US, we’re experiencing renewed
interest and growth in our “player’s”
frames as well. Good players are
becoming more open to new racquets if it allows them to practice
pain free and compete at their peak
on weekends. Parents with kids in
high performance academies have
also become interested in ways to
protect their children from injury.
So, there’s a lot we can do there.
FLORIDA TENNIS: You’d mention a new project that your excited
about in your tennis business.
KEVIN: Yes. After the extraordinary and prolonged lock down this
Spring, it’s now a common refrain
you hear that managers are “shaking the box”, “looking for new ways
to approach their business”. We
actually started that process over
two years ago and have developed a
“Brand within a Brand” concept
which will have a different mission
and focus but remain under the Pro
Kennex umbrella. This new label
will leverage Pro Kennex’s history of
innovation, technology and design
but stay laser focused on accomplished, competitive players. The
new label is ACE STATION. It is
staffed by a separate design team
that includes our top engineers,
materials experts, and fabricators.
These products will carry a different
aesthetic, designed to appeal to its
target market. The first model we
release from ACE STATION will be
the new Black Ace. This is the 40th
anniversary of the model that
helped usher in the technological
SUMMER 2020

leap into carbon fiber. We’ll launch
the Black Ace this coming July. Not
an ideal launch date for Florida but
these are extraordinary times.
FLORIDA TENNIS: Before you
go, we have to ask about pickleball.
It seems out of nowhere, Pro
Kennex has become a major factor
at the high-end of the sport. How
has that happened?
KEVIN: Again, I think that goes
to our pedigree as a world-class
manufacturer which predated even
our own Pro Kennex brand name.
We rose to the world #1 position
because of our industry leadership in
technology, innovation, materials,
and fabrication - so design and manufacturing is really the DNA of Pro
Kennex. When we first analyzed the
state-of-the-art in pickleball paddles,
we knew we could bring a lot of fabrication know how and technology
to the category. As we got into it, it
became clear that technology for its
own sake can be counterproductive.
It was the application of technology
that was is the art form. So, we created a unique organizational platform that accentuated crucial inputs
into the product development
process. In short, the Pro Kennex
trick was to fuse a deep understanding of the player, the game and
equipment, with a deep reservoir of
advanced engineering, innovation,
materials and technology. We
ended up producing a paddle that
took more than two years to finish.
It is packed with technology and
therefore quite costly to manufacture. But it catapulted Pro Kennex
to the top of the charts among the
highest price points. Our paddles
are definitely up-market. So, it was
a relief that the best players in the
sport could discern a performance
difference and made us a success
right out of the gate. Since then,
Pro Kennex has established itself as
the vanguard of technology and
manufacturing. We’ll be introducing
a new paddle series shortly that
promises to add to our reputation.
Each of our product entries MUST
bring to market innovation and fill
an existing gap irrespective of price.
FLORIDA TENNIS
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PICKLEBALL NEWS
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Pickleball Tips For The Tennis Player
By ERIK LANGE
Erik is a Team HEAD Pro Pickleball player
who is also a Regional Sales Manager for HEAD
Penn Racquet Sports.
Tennis players have a big advantage when
they step on the pickleball court. If you’ve
played consistently in USTA adult leagues, college, high school, or just recreationally, the skills
and court sense you already possess today has
set you up for success. This article will help you
understand how best to use that tennis background to win at pickleball.

The size of the court and the rules of the
game require much more patience in pickleball
than in tennis. You must keep the ball down so
your opponents cannot attack. But if you always
hit 3rd shot drops, and then consistently dink,
you lose what you’ve spent years on the tennis
court practicing. Sometimes a 3rd shot drive, or
even 5th shot drive is the right play. Crashing
the net, dictating momentum with smartly
placed shots to set up easy put-a-ways keeps
your opponents from establishing a rhythm.
Poaching your partner’s shot because they are
hanging back in the court can work to surprise
your opponents. Not every rally has to have a
high percentage serve, a 3rd shot drop, and a
dink war. There is a time and a place to use
these concepts, but the idea of staying aggressive
and keeping your opponents on their heels is an
important skill that’s inherent in tennis that
should be selectively used in pickleball.
In tennis, your opponent will hit shots with
power, depth, and spin. In order to handle these
and send them back over the net, you must get
your weight behind the ball with proper footwork to set up your stroke. While pickleball
might require less court coverage in the traditional sense, you will still need to take many smaller,
quicker steps. So much of the outcome of your
shot, whether it’s a dink, drive, or reset, is
dependent on your body positioning and control.
If you focus on active feet, you are bound to hit
less pop-ups for your opponent to attack.
Generally speaking, reaching and lunging are last
resorts; if you move your body to the right position you will be prepared to execute to your
intended target.
Competition can be exhilarating, but also
stressful. You fear letting down your partner,
and yourself. The more experience you have in
these situations, the better you will perform.
Drawing on your competitive tennis, you have
most likely felt this pressure. What separates
many pickleball players is the ability to concen44
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trate and focus solely on the point they are playing. You must stay locked in, whether the point
lasts 4 shots or 40. As soon as the concentration wavers, it’s easy to flub a shot into the net or
hit it too high for the opponent to put away. A
tennis background with significant competition,
especially one that had many intense, pressure
packed matches, is a major advantage. You’ll
walk on the court knowing you’ve been there
before and can handle whatever comes your
way. When it’s 9-9 deep in the 3rd game, you’ll
know to stay patient, calm your nerves, and outlast your opponent, just as you would at 15-40.

The start of every tennis point requires an
overhead serve. You have most likely spent
hours serving balls out of a basket practicing this
skill. In addition, you typically hit more overheads during the normal course of tennis point
play. So when you see a lob coming in pickleball, you should be comfortable hitting those
types of shots. Just make sure to get your feet
in the proper position, and then let it rip. Your
tennis instincts will take over naturally. As an
aside, and alluding to an earlier point of staying
aggressive, any time your partner is hitting an

overhead, you should be immediately looking to
poach any weak reply from your opponents.

Tennis requires you to think ahead when building points. Perhaps you decide to hit a serve out
wide, you receive a weak return, and then you hit
a crosscourt groundstroke and come to the net
for an easy volley. You can set up your pickleball points in a similar fashion. Let’s say you’ve
identified that your opponent has trouble with
balls at their feet on their backhand side. So you
place a dink to their forehand side, requiring
them to move, which opens up their feet on their
weaker side for your target. Or perhaps you are
tall (like me), and it’s just being patient, using
your advantage, and waiting for a high enough
dink that can be attacked. It’s important to know
your own strengths so that you can hit shots and
set up points to use that skill.
The pickleball game at the highest levels continues to evolve, and nearly all of these players
have an extensive tennis background. The key is
incorporating the tennis skills above into the
patience and discipline needed for pickleball to
truly be successful.

Spec Tennis On Pickleball Court
There’s a new sport you can play on a pickleball court called Spec Tennis. Using an
orange dot low compression tennis ball and
18 inch perforated paddle, Spec Tennis can

be used to cross-train for tennis but also as a
very fun and social sport with less of a learning curve than regular tennis.
For more info: SpecTennis.com”

RACQUET SPORTS

Padel Coming To New Tampa Area Tennis Center
The fast growing racquet sport known as
padel will have a major presence at the
Sarah Vande Berg Tennis & Wellness
Center opening in August at Zephyrhills a
few miles north of Tampa.
“All Racquet Sports is extremely excited
to partner with Play Padel USA Zephyrhills
and the Sarah Vande Berg Tennis &
Wellness Center to lead the racquet sports
industry by including a state-of-the-art padel
center within the SVB facility,” says Lee
Sponaugle, President of All Racquet Sports,
LLC. “This first of its kind club within a club
will allow us to provide the best padel
courts, teaching certifications, teaching professionals and programming unmatched in
the USA.”
All Racquet Sports, in conjunction with
adidas, also constructed three padel courts
that opened for play in February at the Cliff
Drysdale Tennis Center at the Ritz Carlton
on Key Biscayne, near Miami.
Marcos del Pilar, who is promotions and
sales manager for All Racquet Sports, will
oversee the padel courts at SVB, which also
has nine clay and two hard tennis courts
and eight pickleball courts, four indoor
courts, a fitness studio and pro shop. The
center is a public-private project involving
the city of Zephyrhills.
“It’s state of the art,” says del Pilar, “a
beautiful common area and business center.
It’s the only project opening in Florida during this pandemic. The reason we are so
excited is that it’s a perfect location, promoting and growing the community. This is
a huge opportunity for the sport. “What’s
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The SVB padel courts will be similar to these at the Ritz Carlton on Key Biscayne.

different is that it’s a club within a club, as
part of the racquet sports venue.”
He added, “Everyone is welcome. Spend
the entire day with the family. This will be
open to the public to rent a court for an
hour.
There are also membership packages,
and we will be running the $499 Padel

Experience, a learning experience and
coaching certification with me. We’re thinking outside the box, putting the customer in
the center of every decision we make.
“We want to bring in tournaments and
exhibitions for padel, bring in the fire and
police departments. It’s probably the first
international padel academy in world.”

POP Tennis Gaining in POPularity
POP tennis is the new POPular type of
tennis with a twist on traditional paddle tennis that is currently being played in 22 states
and nine other countries around the world.
POP is tennis, just played on shorter
courts with shorter, solid (no strings) racquets, lower compression green dot tennis
balls with the same rules/scoring as tennis,
except you get one underhand serve.
POP tennis is for all ages, can be played
all year round, indoor or outdoor, and is
played on both classic 50-foot courts and
60-foot courts. The 60-foot courts are sanctioned and certified by the ITF. There are
currently over 30,000 60-foot courts around

the US at over 2,500 locations.
POP can be played on all surfaces including hard courts, grass/turf, clay/Har-Tru,
modular tile and hard sand. POP is primarily a doubles sport and can be played easily
by all levels from beginner to pro.
For more information visit the POP
Tennis Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/playpoptennis/ and Instagram https://www.instagram.com/poptennis/ pages.
Or
you
can
email:
mitchkutner@gmail.com
POP tennis is mostly recreational but there
are three National Pro Tournaments every

year. There has been an annual summer pro
event in Flushing Meadows, NY, at the Billie
Jean King National Tennis Center(home of
the US Open). The date hasn’t been set yet
for this year due to the coronavirus pandemic.
Also the May 22-24(Memorial Day
Weekend), St Augustine:, Florida, POP
Tennis Beach Nationals at The Atlantic
Beach and Tennis Club were postponed and
will be rescheduled for late summer or early
fall.
The other event is set for October 17-18,
POP Tennis US Open at Venice Beach,
California.
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Lucky In Love Celebrates 10-Year
Anniversary

(from left) Bob Bryan with TopCourt founders Zach Hunter, Taylor Meyer, Alex Rafiee
and Mike Bryan.

Online Platform TopCourt Launched
TopCourt is an online instruction and storytelling platform that
offers tennis fans and players an authentic look into the life, mind and
performance of the game’s top pros. TopCourt is inspiring the global
tennis community by enabling anyone to learn from, and feel more
connected to, the world’s best players via TopCourt.com.
After closing on a $1.25 million series seed round, the platform has
officially launched and is growing quickly. Notable investors include
Scott Scherr (Founder, NASDAQ: ULTI), James Liautaud (Founder,
Jimmy Johns), and Hyperspace Ventures, a software development and
venture capital firm.
An extensive group of “A-list” professionals also back TopCourt,
including the Bryan Brothers (16-time Grand Slam Champion),
Lindsay Davenport (3-time Grand Slam Champion), Petra Kvitova (2time Wimbledon Champion), Sloane Stephens (US Open Champion),
Genie Bouchard (Wimbledon finalist), Jelena Ostapenko (French Open
champion), Taylor Fritz (American phenom), and many more.
TopCourt most recently partnered with the Sloane Stephens
Foundation. Given COVID-19, the foundation’s Love, Love Compton
Summer Camp will be virtual this year and all coaches will be employing TopCourt as a means of inspiring, training and educating this
year’s campers!
Anyone from a young junior aspiring to win a big tournament, to an
adult player looking to dominate their league, can greatly benefit from
this exclusive access to the insights, advice, drills, and technique taught
by the top tennis professionals.

GreatBase Tennis New Website
The new GreatBase Tennis website is up and running. It offers:
* Free Instructional Tennis Courses
* Optional Tests
* Earn Points and Certificates
* Blog Articles
* Shop
* Updated Contact Info
There are four free courses and in the near future more courses will
be added. The content is based on an in-depth study of the game conducted over six decades. One must simply register and start learning.
There are optional tests for each course and certificates are awarded
upon successful completion.
Three of the four courses can be completed rather quickly and the
testing is not just for teaching professionals. Anyone interested in
learning more about tennis, whether they are a player or teacher, are
welcome.
For the growth and betterment of tennis,
-Steve Smith & Andy Fitzell
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As tennis and golf apparel brand Lucky In Love reflects on 10 years
of business, perhaps nothing is more worthy of being celebrated than
its family legacy. To this brand, family is everything. And that very
appreciation of history and tradition is what helps guide the brand forward, now more than ever.
Since Lucky In Love’s inception in 2010, the brand’s aspirations
have remained the same: To create one-of-a-kind performance wear
that empowers women of all ages to move with confidence and feel
beautiful doing it. Suffice to say, Lucky In Love is succeeding in that
mission, as evidenced by its ascension to the apex of women’s tennis
apparel, on a global scale , as well as its recent expansion to include
apparel offerings for golf and all racquet sports.
Yet, no matter how much the
brand achieves, its origins are
never forgotten; nor are they ever
taken for granted. Miami is where
Lucky In Love was founded by
CEO Brad Singer, who believes
that “the energy, attitude and
vibrancy of this city is what reverberates most through each and
every piece of fabric” they touch.
He also has the city of Miami to
thank for “igniting the brand’s
fashion-forward approach” and
“giving their team the vision it
needed to pioneer its fashion-tostreet message.”
So what’s next for the brand
who’s unabashedly flaunting its love of love, both on the courts and
off them? Well, for starters, continuing its work in the world of diversity and inclusion is “paramount,” says Singer. “The #SeeMeRoll campaign, which brings awareness to professional wheelchair tennis and
the amazing women who grace the sport, is just the beginning.”
Of equal importance is building on its reputation and continuing to
create innovating designs, unique patters, and maintaining its pulse
on what makes its customers happy. Because that’s what will further
grow #TheLuckyFam.
With a little bit of luck and a whole lot of love, more and more
women each day will act boldly, dare to be different, and feel confident
enough to venture out into the world as they best versions of themselves. And that’s what Lucky In Love is all about.
So here’s to 10 fantastic years and the pursuit of making the next
10 even more incredible.

NoSweat Liners for Hats
Playing tennis can lead to breaking out in a sweat that interferes
with your activities. Getting sweat in your eyes or having it roll down
your face can throw off your whole game and is just generally annoying.
NoSweat has created the first disposable performance liners for hats
and visors that absorb sweat instantly while preventing odors, stains
and even acne. NoSweat thin liners simply peel and stick to the inside
of headwear and feature SweatLockO technology engineered to
instantly absorb sweat. Moisture is locked inside the liner to help prevent dripping sweat, fogging, sweat stains, acne and odor. The liners
are performance, safety and hygiene based allowing users to perform
at their best, without distractions that are associated with sweating.
The liners also preserve hats and keep the inside looking as fresh as
the day it was bought.

MEMOIR, continued from page 20
Just as I was getting settled, Hurricane
Dorian was forcefully moving towards
Miami’s shore. In 2017, Hurricane Irma
wreaked havoc in Naples, and I didn’t have
access to warm water or electricity for days.
I wasn’t planning on sticking around for a reenactment of those conditions. I was freaking out, at one point planning to go to
Guatemala City, before settling on New York
City. Flights were selling out faster than I
could keep up, and every time I tried to purchase an available ticket, the sites would
crash. I was in the middle of a marketing lecture, desperately trying to process whatever
reservation I could for a night flight. At 4:12
p.m., a reservation went through for a 5:59
p.m. flight from MIA to JFK, via Atlanta. I
was sitting in a lecture hall during rush hour,
with no bag packed. I slammed my laptop
and bolted out the back of the room. In my
flip-flops, I sprinted through campus, where
I arrived at my dorm exhausted and disorientated. I threw a bunch of clothes in a duffel
bag and jumped in a Lyft, where my driver
swerved around other vehicles to get me
there as quickly as possible. Somehow, I
made my two flights, and landed in JFK at
11:54 p.m. I stayed in Manhattan with Ty,
one of the nation’s best juniors who I met
back in 2017 at an ITF in Puerto Rico. My
time in New York was an absolute blast. The
US Open was in session, and Feliciano
Lopez’s team welcomed Ty and me into his
courtside box for his thrilling night match
versus eventual finalist Daniil Medvedev. We
passed through some of Manhattan’s neighborhoods to visit Vessel, an interactive
sculpture comprising 154 flights of stairs.
On Saturday night, I celebrated a friend from
ASC’s 27th birthday in the eclectic Lower
East Side. But when I woke up on Sunday
morning, the hurricane had moved away
from Miami, and so I booked a flight back
home.
When I arrived at UM, I prepared myself
for months without international trips. That
said, UM had cancelled classes until
Wednesday, and given my passion for travel,
I took the extra couple of days to continue
my long-weekend vacation. A couple of UM
friends, Emma and Kennie, were staying in
the Cayman Islands with another freshman,
Sam, who lives there. While I was in the
Newark airport, Sam, who I had not yet
met, offered to host me, and so I booked a
flight from Miami to Grand Cayman for later
in the night.
Given that my layover was short, I had
another friend meet me in the Miami airport
with my passport, printed boarding pass,
and clean clothes. As it was, I went from one
of the world’s most rambunctious cities to a

laid-back island. Sam generously gave me
her room, and the following morning she
showed me, Kennie, and Emma around the
island. We took a boat to Stingray City,
where majestic rays glided through the crystalline waters to come and play with us. As
we floated around the Caribbean Sea that
day, Sam and I exchanged stories of our
travels, where I learned about her time in

from the Pacific to the Atlantic. After appreciating the skyline and ambling the historical
heart, Casco Viejo, I boarded a night flight
back to Miami.
I flew to Cancun on the Wednesday before
break, where I allotted a day in Mexico’s
Yucatan Peninsula for my year’s fourth of
the Seven Wonders: Chi Chen Itza. Sacred
Mayan pyramids, temples, and other stone

From left to right (Cameron, Kennie, Sam, Emma) in Stingray City, Cayman Islands

Mafia Island and Bali, which are in Tanzania
and Indonesia. I appreciated meeting someone who shared a passion for spontaneous
adventures, and we remained friends after
returning to Miami.
My experience as an UM student continued to get better and better. Whether it was
jet skiing, chic cocktail parties at the Delano
Hotel in South Beach, or simply hanging out
with friends, I loved going to school in
Miami. Despite all the ludicrous nights out, I
made sure my grades were a priority, and
accepted a position as Curation Chair for
TEDxUMiami.
During fall break, I visited Joaquin in
Guatemala City, where we participated in a
chocolate making class, raced ATVs in
Antigua Guatemala, and explored the dicey
Zone 1. Instead of attending my Monday
classes, I stopped for a 23-hour layover in
Panama City. There, I boated through the
Panama Canals to Monkey Island, where
stealthy primates leaped along tree branches
and snatched banana chunks from my fingertips. I witnessed the enthralling
Miraflores Locks in action, which act like an
aquatic elevator by controlling water levels
underneath ships so they can traverse the
Panama Canal. 26.7 million gallons of water
spewed into the chamber that raised the ship
up to the canal’s level, enabling it to move
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structures resided in the complex, most
notably El Castillo. In addition to its devotion to the deity Kukulkan, the pyramid
served an astronomical purpose, as its 365
steps correlate to the number of days in the
solar year. The ruins were extraordinary, but
its history was the key to appreciating its
brilliance. I then descended Ik Kil, a cenote,
before ending my time in Mexico with
strangers at the Congo Bar. On a typical
Friday I would have my alarm set to make my
10:10 a.m. English class. But on this Friday,
I would wake up for a travel day to Belize
City.
One would think that I would be good at
researching the best areas to stay, but unfortunately that’s not my strong suit. Tourists
often fly to Belize City only to ferry to Caye
Caulker, a small island known for its dazzling
seascapes, diverse water sports, and pastelcolored B&Bs. That said, regardless of my
hotel’s rundown neighborhood, I had an
amazing time exploring Belize’s more
remote gems. I began my day tubing through
an intricate underground cave system, where
visuals of the outside world vanished as the
cave’s darkness intensified. After drifting
through the river, I ziplined through the jungle canopy, astonished by its vegetation. As
the day progressed, I meandered around
jaguars and toucans at the Belize Zoo and
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Cameron at the Maha Vihara Duta Maitreya Temple in Batam, Indonesia

marveled at the ancient Mayan city of Altun
Ha. In the evening, Keith, a local I met,
introduced me to the country’s spirited party
culture. During a live performance of
Garifuna music, which is influenced by
African styles, musicians bounced their
hands against their drums while singing in
unison. The following day, I scuba dived in
Caye Caulker, where I maneuvered around
coral reefs and swam alongside fish.
Although these were real creatures, they
shared numerous color similarities to the
ones I saw in Finding Nemo. The sunset’s
tranquility contrasted greatly with my next
destination, El Salvador, which is infamous
for its terrorizing gangs, extortion, and murders.
I was only in San Salvador for less than a
day, and I didn’t feel comfortable walking
around most of the streets. The architecture
and monuments around the city center were
impressive, and the bountiful plant life inside
of the San Salvador Volcano’s crater was
spectacular, but I felt like the city was on
edge. Whether it was the country’s terrifying
reputation, or the ominous mass security
presence, I was relieved to leave. By way of
a 54-minute flight, I landed in Managua,
Nicaragua, which provided a far more pleasurable experience. On a little blue boat I glided by the islets of Granada, an archipelago
of 365 tiny islands in Lake Nicaragua. Some
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of these islands are privately owned, with
lavish homes encircled by water. Then, on
the back of a horse-drawn carriage, I passed
through Granada’s colonial architecture. At
sunset, I witnessed another one of Mother
Nature’s masterpieces when the Masaya
Volcano’s bubbling lava glowed in the presence of an already impassioned sky. Later
that night, an extravagant Christmas lighting
display enlivened Managua. I spent
Thanksgiving drifting along the Apoyo
Lagoon, which lies in a crater that was
formed approximately 23,000 years before
my arrival. Paddleboarding inside a ring of
leafy slopes, underneath a plethora of
clouds, liberated me from lingering stress.
The serenity was a fitting end to a remarkable trip.
I returned to Miami on Black Friday, where
I needed to focus on looming final exams.
That said, winter break was just around the
corner and I still wasn’t sure which continent
I would set off for. On December 1, less than
two weeks before the semester ended, I
video called Kuhan’s brother, Lax, who had
hosted me in Singapore the previous year. I
called to send my birthday wishes, and
although we hadn’t spoken in some time,
Lax invited me to stay with him in Singapore
after my exams. That spontaneous conversation resulted in designing a trip across Asia
and Oceania, where I planned to visit my

friends across those regions.
The day after my marketing final, I flew
from Fort Lauderdale to Denver, which was
the first of three legs as I made my way to
the other side of the globe. Following that
flight, another layover in San Francisco, and
a subsequent seventeen hours and twentyfive minutes across the Pacific, I landed in
Singapore’s Changi Airport.
The time difference resulted in a morning
arrival, and so after sleeping during daylight
hours, Lax lent me a Calvin Klein suit and
an IWC watch. I was eager to indulge in the
city’s opulence. We started at an upscale
French restaurant, before heading to the
iconic Marina Bay Sands Hotel, which
boasts the world’s largest rooftop infinity
pool. Also located along the rooftop, Cê LA
VI is one of the most exquisite and internationally revered destinations in nightlife.
Dark clouds hovered over us, and the rain
only added to the magical ambience.
Overlooking the city, Lax and I experienced
the brilliance of Martin Solveig, the
acclaimed French DJ, during that night’s
performance. Kuhan, who was training in
Barcelona at the time, was the only missing
piece from that spectacular evening. We
began the next day at the symbolic Merlion
statue, which depicts a mythical creature
with a lion’s head and fish’s body. At the
misty Cloud Forest, which recreates tropical
mountainous conditions, we were hit by
gushes of air from a 115-foot indoor waterfall. And at the verdant Flower Dome, we
observed plant life from different ecosystems
across the globe. This trip was off to a sensational start.
Lax’s father owns a construction company
that operates in numerous Southeast Asian
countries, and it just so happened that he
needed Lax to take supplies to Cambodia.
Being the kind and considerate man he is,
Lax’s father paid for our round-trip flights,
as well as one night in a hotel so we could
do some exploring. We handed off the metal
parts in Phnom Penh, and the next morning
we took a tuk-tuk to some of the city’s most
visited landmarks. The somber S-21, the
prison which chronicles the Cambodian
genocide, gave us insight into a tragic period
in the country’s history. The peaceful Royal
Palace, home to hallowed buildings and lush
gardens, served as a source for gratitude.
The boisterous Central Market, which features pig intestines, chicken claws, and a
variety of insects, presented us with another
side of Cambodian culture. After returning to
Singapore, I spent some time wandering the
city’s retail heart, Orchard Road. I met Lax’s
friend, Seb, who was saying his goodbyes as
he was moving to Australia the next day.
Before I parted ways with Lax, we sailed to
Indonesia’s Batam Island for a day trip. After
visiting a Buddhist temple, admiring the

island’s beauty, and receiving a hot stone
massage, I was off to Vietnam.
Even though I presented all the required
documentation, it took an inordinate amount
of time to obtain my visa. The process consisted of a Vietnamese immigration officer
shouting at tourists to shut up, while individuals were named one by one to collect their
visas. Eventually, I was called, and was excited to see Ho Chi Minh City. Mia, one of
UM’s international students, lives in the city
and showed me around. The day began with
an ATM swallowing my debit card, and a
frustrating conversation with the bank’s representative to get it back. Nonetheless, after
some iced drinks and pastries, Mia and I
entered the Independence Palace, which
played an essential role during the Vietnam
War. Not long after our palatial visit, I
noticed a nearby tennis facility, where a
crafty teaching coach demolished me in
front of amused old men. The embarrassment subsided, and on the back of motorcycles, we rocketed through the city at night to
the dynamic Bui Vien Street. As we walked
along the street’s many bars and restaurants,
it was clear that the energy was ubiquitous
throughout the Vietnamese air. That energy
was nowhere to be found in Brunei.
When given dates and one’s starting
point, Skyscanner’s “Everywhere” option
effectively generates a list of cost-effective
destinations. Royal Brunei Airlines offered a
non-stop flight from Ho Chi Minh City to
Bandar Seri Begawan, Brunei’s capital, on
one of my desired dates at a reasonable
price. At 11:30 p.m. on December 22, I
landed in the oil-rich country, which is situated on the island of Borneo’s northern
shore. Due to its remote location, littleknown history, and tiny population, Brunei
is predominantly uncharted by tourists. On
my first morning, I flagged down a water taxi
and toured Kampong Ayer, the world’s
largest floating village, which houses over
13,000 residents. As I boated along the
Brunei River, I was fascinated with the network of wooden walkways, which connected
stilted shops, schools, and mosques.
One of the greatest honors throughout my
travels was being welcomed into countless
holy places of worship across the globe.
Given that I don’t strictly follow any particular religion, my experience resembled that of
the young boy in Life of Pi, who believed in
Hinduism, Christianity, and Islam. Although
different faiths tell different versions of history, I learned that their teachings of gratitude
and compassion are all closely related. Like
Pi, whether I was in a temple, church, or
mosque, I often ruminated on the nature of
existence, recognizing the beautiful values of
all religions. Inside of the Omar Ali Saifuddin
Mosque, where Italian marble pillars, English
crystal chandeliers, and intricate Saudi

Cameron with Manu in El Nido, Philippines

Arabian carpets surrounded me, I went into
a state of reflection while kneeling alongside
worshipers. Later in the day, I stood in awe
of the royal family’s treasures at the Royal
Regalia Museum, which exhibits gold relics,
a gigantic ceremonial chariot, and a myriad
of unique gifts from world leaders. Passing
through the tropics the next day, I witnessed
the captivating oil extraction process on my
way to Miri, Malaysia. There, Canada Hill
offered a panorama over the city and its bordering South China Sea.
After my Malaysian day trip, I woke up for
another holiday experience in a foreign
country, Christmas in Brunei. However,
there were no extravagant decorations nor
public singing of carols, as celebrating
Christmas “excessively and openly” is punishable by prison in this Islamic country. My
morning started at the barber, where I
offered under $4.50 for a deluxe haircut,
opposed to the standard option of under
$2.25. With a fresh cut and clean shave, I
headed to the airport. Although my
Christmas spirit was hampered by Brunei’s
underwhelming festive environment, witnessing an in-flight marriage proposal
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between two elated Australian travelers elevated my mood.
Manu, the Filipino ASC alum with whom
I vacationed in January, invited me to join
his family for his birthday trip in Palawan, an
archipelagic province of the Philippines.
Specifically, we would stay in El Nido, where
colossal limestone cliffs and marvelous coral
reefs teem with flora and fauna. Given that
Manu’s flight arrived the following afternoon, I spent the hours before his arrival
exploring Palawan’s capital, Puerto
Princesa. I didn’t have any concrete plans,
and so I stopped when I stumbled upon
young boys playing basketball. Gian, who
was 9 ears old, welcomed me onto the court
to shoot around with him. What he lacked in
size, he made up for with agility and tenacity. After playing, Gian, his friends, and a
baby accompanied me around the coastal
city in a tricycle taxi. Being financially disadvantaged, Gian didn’t have the means to
partake in certain activities. The smile on
his face and the excitement in his voice
when I took him ziplining was one of the
highlights of the entire trip. I invited the
boys for lunch and being surrounded by their
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genuine positivity was an honor. That night,
with Manu and his family, I made the draining 171-mile van ride through Palawan’s tortuous roads to El Nido.
The morning’s boat tour began with an
idyllic ride through El Nido’s breathtaking
cliffs, which reminded me of Thailand’s stunning scenery in The Hangover Part II. In
parallel with the Wolf Pack’s experience in
the movie, I too had a significant dilemma.
On our first stop, close to one of the islets, I
failed to consider the merciless currents I
would encounter while swimming towards
the sand. Additionally, I incorrectly assumed
that enhanced phone technology and my
LifeProof case, albeit worn, would protect
my iPhone X in the case of submergence.
Those mistakes would prove costly. Minutes
after reaching land, neon green streaked
over my phone’s newly-transformed black
wallpaper. Over 9,500 miles from home, I
lost my only method of communication,
where the nearest Apple Store was a boat
and plane ride away. In some ways it was a
blessing in disguise, as the predicament suspended impulses for phone use. Whether I
was observing the limestone forests that protrude from the cliffs, sharing cherished memories with Manu and his family over dinners,
or canoeing around a luminous lagoon, I was
living in the moment. Despite the obvious
logistical challenges of flying out of the
Philippines with no phone, everything
worked out in the end. Manu’s parents

helped me arrange for an overnight transfer
back to Puerto Princesa’s airport, a sympathetic traveler lent me his phone to pull up
my visa, and I had plenty of time to spare
during my Manila layover. At 11:35 p.m. on
Sunday, December 29th, my 73rd and final
flight of 2019 landed in Melbourne,
Australia.
Notorious for having “four seasons in a
day,” predicting Melbourne’s debilitating
weather was a futile task. Following my visit
to the Australian Open’s Melbourne Park, I
dragged myself through scorching 108degree weather in search of a taxi and water.
Only a few hours later, while admiring street
art in the Central Business District, a slew of
gray clouds infiltrated the blue sky. Those
clouds unleashed rain over the city, and the
evening saw a 43-degree temperature drop
from the day’s high. I woke up on New
Year’s Eve to find that the clouds dissipated,
allowing the sun to shine brightly. After touring the enormous Melbourne Cricket Ground
and sauntering St Kilda beach’s palm-lined
boardwalk, I joined Seb and his parents for
dinner at their home. During my last meal of
the decade, Seb’s father offered a toast to
new friendships. That toast was especially
fitting, as the birth of precious relationships
became an omnipresent theme in my year.
Minutes to January 1st, Seb and I frantically
maneuvered through dense foot traffic alongside the Yarra River, making it to a secluded
spot away from the mass of spectators. As

the clock struck 12, fireworks illuminated
the Melbourne sky. Six continents and 46
countries later, my 2019 was over.
In reflecting over a year that enriched so
many different aspects of my life, I spent lots
of time searching for a message to share that
would do it justice. The more I searched, the
more apparent it became. While traveling
across the globe, I was clueless as to where I
would plan my next adventure, or as to when
the next time a stranger would walk into my
life. Even though constantly being without a
plan as a 19-year-old presented its challenges, choosing to live my life on the paths
of uncertainty was the best decision I’ve ever
made.
Whether
I
was
traversing
Mozambique with two hitchhikers, ascending a cliff in Jordan with an Australian, or
playing basketball in the Philippines with a
nine-year-old, it’s the relationships I’ve cultivated that paved the way for my personal
growth. With no obligation to do so, people
from 46 countries, representing all walks of
life, welcomed me with open arms into their
countries, cities, and often their homes,
expecting nothing in return. That blessing
was a result of deciding on the unknown,
and then fully embracing the instances of
generosity, kindness, and empathy that were
bestowed upon me. Not everyone can travel
freely, but all people have the ability to open
their hearts to the world. In doing that, the
world, and its billions of people, will open
their hearts right back.

The 46 countries Cameron visited in 2019 (highlighted in green) above.
At right, photos from Cameron’s travels. From left: First row: Greece, Monaco, South Africa (Johannesburg), Lesotho. Second Row: South Africa (Cape Town), United
Arab Emirates, Oman, Palestine Third Row: Brazil, Panama, Mexico, Belize Fourth Row: Nicaragua, Singapore, Cambodia, Brunei
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Remembering Renowned Photographer
Alese Pechter
World-renowned photojournalist Alese Pechter, a long-time contributing photographer to Florida Tennis, died in April in Delray Beach.
She was 90 years old.
Alese and her late husband, Morton, were highly acclaimed underwater photojournalists for more than three decades. They were also
writers, teachers, divers, and lecturers.
They met with schoolchildren and literary groups and were featured
at universities, clubs, charity organizations, science museums, television shows, and several prestigious art shows throughout the United
States. They were elected to the International Scuba Diving Hall of
Fame.
Their most recent book “See the Sea” was published in 2019 by
Best Publishing Company and Alese and Morton Pechter. It is filled
with spectacular underwater photos and text geared toward youth and
is available at BestPub.com, Amazon.com and SeetheSeaInfo.com.
They previously authored “What’s in the Deep” and “Skyward
Bound: Hot-Air Ballooning”.
Alese contributed numerous photos to Florida Tennis from several
events - including the U.S. Open, Chris Evert Pro-Celebrity, Miami
Open, and Delray Beach Open - of Venus and Serena Williams, Roger
Federer, Andy Roddick, Sloane Stephens, the Bryan Brothers, Kim
Clujesters, Rafael Nadal, Nadal Djokovic, Fed Cup captain and ESPN
commentator Mary Joe Fernandez, commentator Mary Carillo, and
countless others.
A sampling of her tennis photos appear here and on the next page.

Mary Joe Fernandez interviews James Blake after his final career match at the U.S. Open.
Alese Pechter in her trademark wide-brimmed hat. Photo by Dominic Totino.

Roger Federer rips a back-to-the-net, between-the-legs shot at the U.S. Open.

The Bryan Brothers Band performs with David Baron at the Delray Beach Open.
Venus and Serena Williams paired in doubles at the U.S. Open.

Alese Pechter speaks her mind with John McEnroe. Photo by Art Seitz.

Serena Williams flying high at the U. S. Open.
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President George H.W. Bush gives Chris Evert rabbit ears at her Pro-Celebrity event in
Delray Beach.

The Hemisphere at the U.S. Open site.

Opening night ceremonies at the U.S. Open.
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